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ENGINEERS AMD SURVEYORS.
lllfrh Street, South Parle, Maine.

Maps and Plan· made to order.
? the tlmberlan<le and pocket maps of
for *ale.
I'ubll-hcre of the Atl&a of Maine.)

Norway,

14 Main St.,

All Kinds of

Filter

Me.

Ranges.

Licensed Taxidermist.
Masonic Block,
NORWAY.

Portland Division.
fl.OO.

goes to make our

Leave Union Wharf, Boston, at 7 p.m.,
fur Portland.
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tion. We

ing

principal

are

Manure

reputa-

always

trouble—eye

ble—and it is

our

looktrou-

Spreaders !

great

pleasure to give relief.
S. RICHARDS,

low as other lines.

All carjfo, except Live Stock,
sure.! against fire and marine risk.

for

is in-

SOUTH

PARIS, MAINE.

We have just received a car12 I. H. C. Manure

load of

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

buying a full
carload
get a big discount which we are going
to give the buyer. Call and
before placing
see them

Spreaders.

Edgings,

your order.

Stove Wood and

Coal at

A. W. WALKER & SON,

A. W. Walker & Son's,

SOUTH PARIS.

South Paris, Maine.

New Malay Opium Cure

OUR DELICIOUS CONFECTIONERY

Remedy
FOR

Distributed Free by a New
York Society.
Co-operating with missions in Malaysia. the Windsor Laboratories of NewYork have secured a supply of the wonderful cambre turn plant, which h:is done
so much to revolutionize the treatment
of the opium habit.
A generous supply of the new remedy,
together with full instructions f«.i its
use. ai;d United Sta'es consular reports
bearing on the subject will be sent to
any sufferer. To obtain a free supply
of this remedy and the consular reports,
address Windsor Laboratories.BranOh 30
134 East 25th Street, New York City.

Being

is the choice of every girl who has
The reason is simever tasted it.

CATARRH

ple:

Cream Balm

quickly absorbed.
<·'·»» Relief at Oncfc
It it-anses, soot bee,
h«»al» nu J protects
taw di.H-'ased mem·
t· in*» resulting irom Catarrh and drives
»
.y a Cold m the Head quickly. Restores
'*■· S·
Full size
Η of T.i<te aud Swell.
·"" ·■'. at
Druggists or by mail. Liquid
'''· in Halm f.>r use in atomisera 75 cts.
Elv I''P'rhers. 56 Warren Street, New York.
13

In

we

A Reliable

pure,

J*. H.

high-grade

materials.

Fletotier,

Confectioner,

■

Norway, Me.

Opp. "Film House.

IT

is™time"

To set your hens to get pullets that
will lay when eggs are high next
winter.
NOTICE.
Rose Comb Hhode Island
FOR SALE.
Keds are the best winter
Owing to the advanced cost of harvestlayers there are.
2 1 ^ story dwelling-house, pleasantly
ing our ice and the increased cost of
to
located in the village of West Paris. I have as good a flock of Reds as keeping teams we feel compelled
make a small advance in the price of ice.
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room, there is in the state.
10 pounds daily $1.25 per month.
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
44
44
44
1 50 4 4
15
with apple and pear trees.
The build75c per IS.
44
44
44
44
1.75
20
IOO.
ings are situated high from the street,
$4.00 Per
A. W. WALKER & SON.
with broad piazza shaded with vines,
18-21
W. O. Thayer,
May 1, 1908.
Commanding a tine view. A spring of
south paris. ne.
These build·
pure water on premises.
I
Zero
and
Incubator·
Agent for Compound
inifs are well and prettily furnished and
13 * |
FOR KALE.

|

Brooders.

the owner would be glad to sell the
Pair handsomely matched, big,
furniture and furnishings with the
NOTICE.
red Durham oxen.
house. This is a great bargain and will
The subscriber hereby give· notice that he I1 wide horned, dark
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or has been duly appointed administrator of the
workers.
old, quiet and
4
years
of
estate
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Pmrie,
Also 6 ft. Durham cow about to
ORV1LLE M. AMES, late of Greenwood,
Maine.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons bavins freshen.
7 years old, extra milker.
bonds as the law directe.
demands against the estate of said deceased
P.
WHITMAN,
1
are desired to present the same for settlement,
A new Lot
Buckfield, Maine.
and all Indebted thereto arc requested to make 1
payment Immediate!;.
ot
WILLIAM J. WHBBLKR.
The best of
Goods.
April 21st, 1908.
oak woodwork for closets. No old

good

J.

Plumbing

goods. Call and

bing promptly

charge

pee this line.
attended to.

Job-

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby give· notice that be
has been duly appointed administrator of the 1
e-tate of
JOSEPH WILEY, late of 9tow,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directe.
arc
demands against the estate of said deceased
and
desired to present the same for settlement,
make payall indebted thereto arc requested to
ment Immediately.
AUGUSTUS r. WILEY.
1»*.

No

for team.

L. M. Longley,

Norway,

Maine.

REMEMBER!

Morris Klain,

Norway,

NOTICE.

that A
The subscriber hereby give· notice
of the
baa deen duly appointed administrator
estate of
of
late
Hiram,
ALLEN,
O.
EVANS
and given
In the County of Oxford, deceased,
All person· having
bonds a· the law directe.
arc
deceased
of
«aid
estate
demands against the
and
desired to present the same for settlement,
make
to
payarc
thereto
requested
all indebted

Me.

C*a afford to ami will pay more for rax·, rubber·, an·) metal than any stranger that call· to
Tour home.
H· pay* from $5 to $9 per toe for Iron delivered to him here.
H« buy* folded
newspaper*.
He le pay tag for mixed ran, I cent a pound.
Kabbers according to market. Pays market
Prtw for bran tack·.

_

Aprtl 21st.

I

immediately.
AptU 21st, VXX.

meet

DANIEL B. CRAM.

practical agricultural topics

Address all communications InU solicited.
tended for this department to Heket D.
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Democrat, Parle, Me.

Dairymen

and Qood

FOKAGE CBOP8 ON

Tillage.

FERTILE LAND CON-

TAIN MORE PROTEIN

THAN THOSE ON

POOR SOIL.

All students of dairy feeding have
learned that forage crops differ Id the
yield and in the proportions of different
food nutrients. It is also a self-evident
fact that if more nitrogenous forage
crops could be grown and fed, less high
priced purchased protein grains would be
necessary. Increase in the protein content of forage crops and decrease in fibre
are desirable, as the protein portion is
the most valuable and the fibre is the
least digestible.
Experiments have fully demonstrated
that forage crops grown on well cultivated fertile land may contain from 25
to 30 per cent more protein and much
less fibre than the same crops grown
under poor cultivation on infertile soil.
The dairyman's protein ration is now
supplied largely from purchased grains,
as the average forage crops furnish less
than one-half of it. The principal funetion of the coarse fodders now seems to
bo to supply the starch or carbohydratee
of the ration. It would appear to be
wise to strive to produce more forage
crops of a maximum protein content, to
the end that the farm may be made to
produce more raw material.
ALFALFA.

Alfalfa is the richest protein coarse
fodder grown, and in its natural locali·
ties becomes the best coarse dairy feed.
The study of seeds, now so well begun,
will, with the better preparation of the
soil, before very long, extend its area
for successful growth materially, and I
am looking for it to become one of the
principal protein dairy feeds in tbe near
future.
clover.

FEA8.

Pea hay comes next to clover in its
content of protein, but is difficult to barvest and to cure.
Still, peas afford an
excellent crop for soiling, and grown on
well prepared land, mixed with oats to
help keep them of! the ground, they
yield large quantities of protein in a sueculent, nutritious form. With peas, as
with clover, there are two classes of
seeds, the dark colored seeds containing
4 per cent more protein than the light,
»nd their continued use tends to increasing the protein content of the plant.
CORN FODDER.

Corn is the most easily grown forage
crop. It thrives in some of its varieties
over a larger area than any other, and
from its value as a tillage crop becomes
of much importance to dairy farming.
A greater knowledge of its feeding value
and the best methods for growing and
curing is still necessary. Green fodder
(the entire plant) may contain as high as
DO per cent of water; fairly mature and
still green, it may contain as little as CO
per cent.
Corn fodder grown under favorable
soil conditions may contain 0 per cent
of protein; an actual gain of 4 per cent
is obtained on well manured land. Corn
stover of good quality will contain 7 per
cent of protein.
Corn and clover, grown
in abundance, help to make the dairyman a producer instead of purchaser of
dairy protein feeds.

From One of the Blacksmiths.

[■Wanted·
to
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hear from

owner
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Princess Virginia
WILLIAMSON,
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j

organized

irivo them now, and she would give
herself. lie was treading the past of
nn empire underfoot in the hope of a

condition of the farmer? So I say to
friend, the National Horse Shoers'
j Lseociation is to better the condition of
t he

( ur

be horse shoers.
Our friend says that he knows of
t lacksmiths that are making from Ave
If they can
d
t
seven dollars per day.
c ο this it seems strange to me that there
a re not more of them in the country;
t lore to own their homes; more to own
t lieir shops; more of them that can pay
f 9Γ their stock on the plan of two per
c ent ten days cash.
Surely it seems to me, knowing the
c ondition of blacksmiths as well as I do,
t hat the writer of the article published
1 fay 12th must be very ignorant oh the
OT1IER FORAGE PLANTS.
on which he has written, and
8
Millet, grown under good soil condi- ubject
ttle realizes how much he exposes his
tions, has as much protein as corn stover;
;norance in writing about something in
grown on poor soil, it has a low protein
1
to which be is not informed.
content.
Timothy bay from highly egard
S. J. Record.
manured soil contains 25 per cent more
protein than when grown on poor soil.
Two Sides of the Ledger.
When grown under poor conditions it
To hear city folks talk sometimes you
may have no more protein than straw.
Potatoes may have 3 per cent of pro- λ rould think there is only one side to a
tein. They have a larger proportion of f trmer's ledger, that of credit. Such a
dry matter and less fibre than any other ( ne was at our place last week. I have
root.
They are the most readily eaten lways observed, however, that this
by all animals, and have a beneficial c lass of people never stay on the farm
effect upon digestion, assisting in the | }ng before they discover there are two
assimilation of other and coarser foods. s ides, and that it is not a case of "all
Mangels, turnips, rutabagas and car· c oming in and nothing going out."
rote carry from 1 to 1.4 of protein. They ) Vitb us the movement frequently bide
may be cheaply grown, and they afford j air to be reversed and despite ourJbest
a variety and a help in disposing of { ndeavors we figure up some Saturday
other foods.
( ights when it looks like "all going out
With good tillage and a wise selection f nd nothing coming in."
the
and
in
of crops
rotation,
by studying
Yes, there is a debit side to the farmimprovement of seeds, the dairyman ( r's account, whether the farmer be a
may become more and more independent ( iona fide agriculturist who actually gets
of outside sources of food supply; may j lis hands and clothes dirty, or whether
produce a larger variety and a better | e be a so-called kid-gloved farmer,
class of forage crops, and thereby in'he former I admire and will bank on
crease hie output and his profite and j iim every time, other conditions being
Walker
herds.—B.
McKeen,
his
the latter species is an un( quai, but
improve
( ertain quantity; the debit side of his
Fryeburg, Me., in Tribune Farmer.
adger is likely to be filled when the
Sheltering Manure.
redit side is as bare as that of a baldWhen manure is under shelter the ieaded bachelor sitting In the front row
t the theatre. The gentleman farmer
rains do not dissolve the plant food
isually has money to play with, indulgfrom the heap and when the liquid manure is thrown upon the solid portions
ng his agricultural theories in all sorts
by pumping or otherwise the solids be- f pyrotechnics, but the cool-headed,
come absorbents and assist in retaining
lose-figuring farmer who has to count
the liquids. When manure is kept lis pennies slowly and sometimes dig
hem out of the dirt with his bare bands
moist the loes of potash can not be prevented without a water-tight, nonab- >efore he can count them, must by sheer
sorbent floor, but when the manure lecessity make the two sides balance.
Let our city friends who think the
heap is kept oompact and moist there is
It is armer has nothing to do bnt look pleasno considerable loss of ammonia.
nt and take in the money, visit the
evident that if manure is exposed to
rains, no matter what the absorbent ma- arm for one season and then they will
terial may be, the water cannot pass lave a lot more appreciation for the readown without carrying soluble matter onable prices farmers ask for produce,
don't wish to unduly discourage the
with it and when the water reaches the
bottom it must either go down in the nan who thinks farming one continuous
ound of pleasure because hundreds and
ground or flow away.
There is a continual leaching process housand of farms in New England are
going on in a heap of manure exposed laying fine dividends to-day, but the
to rain and now after the more soluble iwners in every instance bave two sides
properties have passed away in the ο the account.
The practice of getting all you can
liquid the remaining materials are al>nd keeping all you get may be all right
most worthless and yet they generally
receive as much attention and as much η theory, but it don't work on Hometead farm. He who thinks he can run
labor is bestowed in hauling and spreadbe starts.
ing it as though the loss of its best fer- uch a race is beaten before
Ls we see it, the problem is not to
tilizing elements had not occurred.
All locations for manure should have gnore the debit side of the ledger or
water-tight bottoms, for then any ac- iven fear it, but rather watch closely
cumulation of liquid can be retained ts relation to its neighbor across the
and added again to the heap. The tank ray, the credit column. We care not
should be arranged into which all liquid iow many times Neighbor Debit enters
memorandum of 125, whioh in due
from the stable should flow, so as to
bave the soluble matter which other- ime Neighbor Credit enters as 140. In
wise will be lost, leaving mostly the he event of such entries we do nothing
vegetable matter which is of little fertil- ο disturb the fine, friendly relations
hue established in the "neighborhood."
izing value.—Maine Farmer.
-New England Homestead.
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A young man full of pluck, on a small
Mr. Miller, the apple specialist who
in the country, with a horse, a
couple of cows and a hundred hens, ] tas been lecturing before the farmers'
and a good wife in sympathy with the ! nstitutes, puts his entire dependence,
situation, is easily on the way to in- t seems, on the good old Baldwin apple
dependence and will soon get there, is a money maker. Yet many planters
The young man in town, on day wages, *ho ought to know better are setting
NOTICE.
can't begin to match his country cousin, >ut the Black, Ben Davis and the Oano
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he I
tnd other varieties they know little
haa been duly appointed administrator of the —Maine Farmer.
oatitfi of
ibout.—Maine Farmer.
MOSES H. MOSRXR, late of Waterford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
When horses persist in rubbing their
All persons having
bondt at the law directs.
If the yonng colt gets stunted it will
you better scrub
demands against tbe estate of said deceased are rumps against things
desired to present the tame fer settlement, and the animal with a good coal tar dip to lever attain the growth it should. It
make
to
pay- kill the mange or lice, as the cue may ( san be made fat, but not large. Keep It
all Indebted thereto are requested
I growing.
be.
Γ BED M. MOSHJER.
Not particular about location.
for title.
Pleaae give price and description, and reason for selling. State wben poatettlon can
be hail. Will deal with owner» oolr. 10 22
L. Derbyshire, Box MM, Bocbetter, Ν. Y.

ί

Editor Democrat
In the Democrat of May 12 we read a
Ρ
communication
somewhat
amusing
farmer
of
our
friends,
written by one
Brother E. £. Field. It is amusing for
one reason—it shows how little the good
man knows of what he is writing about.
He also seems to call particular attention to the unpleasant remarks that the
farmers are making about the black■
smiths. We have rarely heard one say
for
A.
M.
the
C.
Ν.
and
about
prices charged
anything
horse shoeing as being too high, and we
Authors of "{Mr Lltfhtninf Conductor." "RoteJ»
4
J»
honestly believe if our brother Field
mary In Search of a Father." Etc.
would try horse shoeing for a short
COPYRIGHT. 1007, BY McCLURE. PHILLIPS O· CO.
time, it would be very easy to convince
Η4·<
bim that the price has not advanced as
* ■·
<ί
much as it should.
φ t «-wmwsxixïxsxïx!
He also says that we have banded our·
found himself recalling a fairy story
of
selves together for the sole purpose
[continued. J
fi;
which lie had never tired of reading in
obtaining larger wages and profits; that
"Baroness, rorgive me." he Bald his childhood. Under the disguise of J
and ill-will
«re deserve all the abuse
which is so lavishly heaped upon us. quickly. "I must go. I eau't explain."
fancy it «as a lesson against vacillaWe beg to differ with our friend in
"You need not try," she answered tion, and he had often safd to himself
several ways. First, we organized our- softly.
as a boy that when he grew tip he
selves to obtain better prices on certain
"Thank you a hundred times. Make would not, like the prince of the story,
standard
kinds of work, and to have a
everything as straight for me as you miss a gift of the gods through weak
price, that we might all charge the can.
Say what you will. I give you hesitation.
lame.
The pretty legend in his mind had
The price of horse shoeing has been carte blanche, for we're old friends,
for a hero a young prince who went !
rery unsatisfactory for the past few and I trust you."
"It's for me to thank your majesty. abroad to seek his fortune and receivpears, on account of the large draft
tiorses that havo taken the place of our You want your motor car'/"
ed from one of the fates to whom he
For the first three
, imall native horses.
"Yes."
paid a visit three magic citrons, which
lizes of shoes it costs one dollar to shoe
"I'll telephone. Your chauffeur will he must cut open by the side of a cerCan my friend
ι horse all round new.
have it here In six minutes. And your tain fountain. lie olieyed his instruc-emember back far enough to recall the
Will you"—
tions, hut when from the tirst citron
was ever aid-de-camp.
horse
;ime in his day when a
"I don't want him, thanks. I'd rather sprang an exquisite fairy maiden, de•hod with new shoes by competent
manding a drink of water, the young
workmen for less than that price, one go alone."
Seven minutes later the big white man lost his presence of mind. While
lollar?
Twenty years ago I shod horses in motor car was nt the door which was he sat staring the lovely lady vanj South Paris, having all that two men the private entrance to the emperor's ished, and with a second experiment it
:ould shoe. At that time we had one suit, and the
emperor was waiting for was the same. Only the third citron
îorse only that wore a No. β shoe.
it, having forgotten all about the sable remained of the fate's squandered
That one belonged to Ο. O. Curtis. A
lined coat which had l>een a present gifts, and when the prince cut it in
rery few No. 5's, the large sized horses,
from the czar. If it had been midwin- half the maiden who appeared was so
ve got more for than for the small ones,
1 >ut not so much as we do now.
To-day ter he would have forgotten, just the much more beautiful than her sisters
ve use comparatively few of the small | same, nor would he have known that that In adoring wonder he almost lost
The bulk of the shoes it was cold.
1 lizee of shoes.
her as he had lost the others.
1 iow are from No. 4 to No. 7, making
There was plenty of tune now to car"My knife is on the rind of the last |
1 he labor much harder, besides taking I
out his plan, which was to catch citron now," Leopold said to himself.
ry
to one-half
one-third
1 rora
longer.
the Orient express at the Kronburg "Let me not lose the one chance I have |
! 5boee cost from one-half cent to three
station and present himself to the left."
1 :ents per pound more than they used to.
Last night he hml Iielleved that there
l.abor is from two to five dollars per Mowhrays in the train later. As to
reek higher. Everything that we buy what would happen afterward, it was would not lx? room lu a man's heart
s higher.
beyond planning. but Leopold knew for more love than his held for Helen
I think my friend Field muet bave that the girl had loved him, and he Mowbray; but. realizing to the full
| orgotten that the potatoes that we are
hoped that he would have Lady Mow- how great was the danger of losing
j tuying to-day for 80 cents per busbel
her. he found that his love had grown
bray on his side.
for 25 cents. The butre used to buy
The only way of reaching Kronburg beyond reckoning.
| er that to-day costs 36 cents used to be
He had thought it a sacrifice to sug\ •ought for about one half that price. from Schlose Lyndalberg was by road.
a
The eggs to-day cost ub od an average There was no railway connection be- gest a morganatic marriage. Now
There tween the two places. But the town voice seemed to say in his ear: "The
( me half more than they used to.
,· β nothing but that costs the blacksmith and the castle were separated by a price you offered was not enough. Is
than ife used to. Besides short eight miles, and until checked by love worth all to you or not?" And he
, oore to-day
t he horses being larger, it takes mort·
traffic in the suburbs the sixty horse- answered: "It is worth all. I will oiler
j ron, more labor, more coal, and I can
power car could cover a mile in less nil, yet not count it a sacrifice. That is
f ee no reason why horse shoers should
love, and nothing less is love."
than two minutes.
, lot get more for their labor.
A white light broke Iieforo ills eyes
Unfortunately, however, police reguOur brother says we band ourselve*
lations were strict, and of this Leo- like α meteor bursting, and tin· voice
( ogether for no other purpose than to
Since our organiza- pold could not complain, as he had ap- in his ear spoke words that sent a
( ;et more money.
t ion we have hired speakers to lecture
proved them himself. Once he was flame through his veins.
"I will do It." he said.
t η us on the anatomy of the horse's foot.
"Who Is
aud would certainly not have
stopped
\ Ve have had lecturers on horse shoeing.
been allowed to proceed had he not re- there among my people who will dare
} Ve have met and discussed the different
1
vealed himself as the emperor, the Kay *Xo* to their emperor's 'Yes?'
of horse ehoeing for faulty
, aetbods
will make a new law. I will In* a law
owner of the one unnumbered car in
f aited horses, and for different diseases
unto myself."
And the horse owner ban Rhaetia. As it was, he had suffered
( f the feet.
His face, that bad been pale, was
* ad the benefit of all that we have gain- a delay of live minutes, and just as
He tore up the unfinished
{ d in these differ»nt ways.
he was congratulating himself on the flushed.
Our friend speaks of avarice and greed go-K'ness of his tires, which had made telegram and wrote another, which bo
' eing the cause of the rise in smith him no trouble for
"Leo, the Chamois Hunter."
many weeks, a loud signed
1 rork.
I would say for the benefit of
report as of a pistol shot gave warn- Then, when he had handed in the
* he growler on horse shoeing that 1
message and paid, there was but
ing of a ι m net u re.
ieit once in six weeks one hundred
I5ut there was not a moment to waste time to buy his ticket, engage a whole
I know of only
torse shoeing shops.
for himself
( ne
apprentice that is learning the on repairs. Leopold drove on on the first class compartment
rims, f'ly to acknowledge presently and dash Into it before his train was
1 lorse shoeing trade, and unless somet bing is held out to induce young men
the truth <>f an old .proverb. "The more due to start.
ο learn the trade, the price will advance
As it moved slowly out of the l>lg
haste the less speed."
than
few
iuch more in the next
years
Delayed by a toni and flapping tire, station Leopold's brain rang with the
the
t has in
past.
the car arrived at the big central sta- noble music of Ids great resolve. II··
There are many reasons that we conld
tion of Kronburg only five minutes lie- ytuld see nothing, think of nothing,
f ive if we saw fit why we organize ourcareless hit that. His arms ached to clasp his
The Grange—one of fore 12. Leopold dashed In.
s elvee into ])ande.
whether he were recognized or not, love. His lips, cheated last ni/lit. a!
t he grand organizations of the country—
ready felt lier kisses, for she would
, rhat was it
for but to better
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EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,

('. C. BROWN. General Afcent,
Boston, Mass.

Ely's

SOUTH PARIS

NichoUSt.,

of these difficult cases that

noturnlne

Freight rates

L. M. TUFTS,

FITTING

ton.

sale at

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

on.

SATISFACTORY

Steamships "Governor Dinjjley" or
••Governor Cobb" leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, week days at 7 P. m., for Bos-

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

IT IS THE

POKTLAIVI» AMD BOSTON, fl.OO.

on

in

work.

difficult

have failed

Mouldings s,J.

&

We have had numbers of
cases that others

Eastern MM Company.

Through tickets
railroad stations.

Mats, Mirrors

Success
our

on

PLOW."

and Pictures,

High Grade Portrait Work

Has crowned

Correspondence

THE

Picture Frames

naine.

Lewiston,

A B'uy Medicine for Bniy Peopl·.
Quli«a Health and R«c**«d Vigor.
Α «wcifio f >r Onatipatina. Iu<li<ostion. Ll»e
arl Kidu.-v Tr itiblet. Pimplee, Eciema. Impure
Β1·»«1. Ba l Breath. Slu^culi Bo>v>*U. BhAkIw
ami Backat-bc. It'·, R»oky Mountain Tea in tab·
let t rm, ® ceeta a boa. <ίι·η«*η« made by
HoLi.iSTin
Couka.vy, Madison, Wis.
GOLDEN NUGGETS F0H FALLOW PEOPLE

Br:-53

KTATKKUOMS

sell

Willard M'f'g Co.,

HOLLISTCB S

Rocky fountain Tea Nuggets

SPIED

Clover has a larger natural habitat
than alfalfa, and its use is increasing
among dairy feeders. With tbe liming
of soils and shorter rotations it is destined to a much more extended use. It
effected a speedy cure.
gives two cuttings in a season, the second a little better than tbe first; the
Very truly yours, W. G. Coombs.
^ tiret cutting usually containing about 12
.—
T>r. Trap's lilixir Is sold by druggists everyper cent of protein and the second somewhere at jsc, .soc and i.oo per bottle. A booklet
The maxas 1G per cent.
entitled "t kildtrn ami 'lhetr Dtsraies" wiU be times as high
imum protein and minimum fibre cons<-nt free by M in pi V addressing Or. J. K. Tree
4L Co.. Auhuru, "le.
\W have a special treattent are obtained oh well tilled, rich,
ment lur tape-worm. Scud for free book.
lime soils. The dark colored seeds contain more nitrogen than the light, and
their use for seeding will tend to iucrease the protein contont of tbe fodder.
Dairy farmers are inclined to let clover
stand too long before cutting, and they
generally cure it too much by stirring
rather than in the bunch, as by the cuntinued stirring much of the leaves and
Beer portions of the plant are lost.

in the
our goods
of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who
will be pleased to show
The
them at any time.
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they
can be used on a
pail, jug
or any vessel.
Read what
the Press says of this wonderful invention.

J. WALDO NASH.

Telephone Connection.

Strainer

towns

Telephone 134-11.

rear

of you cured my boy, who had
been troubled with worms ever since he
was a child.
He had tried many other
medicines,and I had employed physicians
until 1 found it of no use. I despaired of
his being restored to health till I heard of
your Elixir, which, I am happy to say,

ore

to

and Iron.

Temple Street,

purchased

W. WALKER & SON

A.
Lead

Pipe Repairing,

..·

Dairy

and

restore

New Gloucester, Mass.
Dr. Trce, Dear Sir:—The Elixir I

of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.
No farmer should be without one.
We have arranged with
Is

Stoves,

Hardware,

and

The

Leavitt Co.,

Wm. C.

the

patient to normal health again.
Turner, Mb.
Dr. J. F. True, Dear Sir:—Having
used your Elixir in my family for many
years, after having satisfied myself of its
superior merits, I recommended it to my
neighbors, who now very generally use
it. I consider it the very best medicine
now in use, especially for children.
Very truly yours,
Job Prince.

Telephone 111-12.

vi

6 YEARS SUFFERING
RELIEVED IN 8 HOURS

DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR

SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

■lame* s.

IN CHILDREN

Thousands of people have worms and don't
know it, yet the symptoms arc easily recognized.
Even though worms might not be present
this extraordinary remedy will effect wonderful
changes iu the run-down system. It is a great
stomach and liver tonic and regulator.
Worms in adults and children can be
readily
Jetected fro:n the followiug symptoms: Indi
gestion; a variable appetite; offensive breath
and foul tongue ; eyes heavy and dull ; itching
of the nose; short,"dry cough ; grinding of the
teeth; starting during sleep; slow fever and
often, in children, convulsions and bed-wetting;
loosenesa; hard, swelled bowels. No matter
how pronounced or how light the symptoms.

Specialty.

Λ PARK.

A-Mlaon E. Herrtck.

"

in less than 24 hours.
But everyone should know that the
sootLing, balmy and antiseptic air of
Hyomei when breathed over the raw and
Danville.
inflamed membrane of the nose and
Dr. Troe, Dear Sir:—One of my bovs
throat will instantly allay the inflamma- had been troubled tor about six years
with crainp in the stomach, and suspecttion, and will effect a prompt cure.
Complete Hyomei outfit, including in- ing that it might be brought on by worms,
haler, costs *1.00 at F. A. Shurtleff & we gave him different medicines, but
Co.'s, extra bottles, if afterwards needed, without effect. Last January he had a
will cost but 50 cents.
more severe attack thau usual, and hearJoseph M. Harbaugh, Heldredge, Neb., ing of the almost miraculous effects of
writes: "I have used your Hyomei in your Elixir, we gave hitn about a teamy family for two years or more, and spoonful, and in about eight hours it
find it one of the best remedies we ever brought from him a living creature about
We find eighteen inches in length. He has had
used for a cold or sore throat.
that it gives quick relief in cases of no return of them iince, and is now very
catarrh."
G. W. Vickery.
hearty.

BUCK,

Surgeon

AMONG THE FARMERS.

WORMS

CURES OVER NIUHT.

Norway, Me.
Kyereon Block,
Telephone Connection·.

Λ

and Colds

Everybody knows, or ought to know,
that Hyomei is recognized among scientists as the specific for Catarrh, Asthma,
Bronchitis and Hay Fever, but there are
a great many people who do not know
that Hyomei will cure a cough or a cold

iHAKLKS P. BARS*3,

L.

Coughs

UYOMKI GIVES RELIEF IN

Terme Moderate.

,
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He wrote another, which he ni'jned "Leo,
"
the Chtimols Hunter
and was surprised at the absence of
the crowd which usually throngs the
plctforui before the departure of the
most important train of the day.
"is the Orient express late?" he askei of an inspector to whom he was
ii'.r. a man among other men.
•'No. ilr. Just on time. Went out

live minutes ago."
••lt'.it it Hi't due to start till 12."
Autumn
"Summer time table, sir.
time tab!»· takes effect today, the 1st

Orient express departure
changed to 11:50."
An unreasoning rage against fate
He
boiled in the emperor's breast.
ruled this country, yet everything iu it
seemed to conspire in a plot to wreck
of October.

Lis dearest desires.
For a few seconds he stood speechless, feeling as if lie had been dashed
ugainst a blank wall and there were
Yet the
uo way of getting around it.
seconds were hut few, for Leopold was
not a man of slow decisions.
Ills first step was to inquire the
name of the town at which the Orient
express stopped soonest. In three
hours, he learned, it would reach Felgarde, the last station on the Itbaetlan

future with hor, and every throb of
the engine was taking him nearer to
the threshold of that future.
But such moments of supreme ex
Kltatlon come rarely In a lifetime. The
heart of man or woman could not beat
ju for long with such wild music for
accompaniment, and so It was that as
the moments passed the song of the
emperor's blood fell to a minor key.
He thought passionately of Virginia,
but he thought of his country as well
and tried to weigh the effect upon oth-

of the thing that he was prepared
There was no one on earth
do.
whom Leopold of Ithaetia need fear,
but there was one to whom he owed
much, one whom It would be grievous
to offend.
In his father's day one man, old
»veu then, had built upon the foundations of a tragic past a great and prosperous nation. Tills man had been to
Leopold what his father had never
been and, without the magic power of
inspiring warm affection, bad instilled
respect and gratitude in the breast of
ers

to

enthusiastic boy.
"Poor old Von Breitstein!'' the emperor sighed. "The country Is his idol
—the country with all the old traditions. He'll feel this break sorely. I'd

explain

person?

you a favor?"
"If I bave seemed to lead up to what
I wish to say, your majesty. It Is only
for the sake of explanation. You arc
wondering, no doubt, how I knew you
would travel today and in this train;
also why I have ventured to follow.
Your intention I learned by accident."
The chancellor did not explain by
what diplomacy that "accident" had
l»een brought about. "Wishing much
to talk over with you a pressing matter that should not be delayed, I took
this lil»erty and seized this opportu-

nity.

"Some men would In my place pretend that business of their own had
bpught them and that the train had
been chosen by chance. But your majesty Knows me as a blunt man when I
serve him not as diplomat, but as
friend.
I'm not one to work in the
'lark with those who trust me. and I
want your majesty to know the truth."
(Which perhaps he did, but uot the
whole truth.)
"Your raise my curiosity," said Leo

pold.

"Thon ha»» I your indulgence to
speak frankly not entirely as a humble
subject to his etnperor, but as an old

to a young man."
"I'd have you speak ne a friend,"
laid Leopold. But a Blight constraint
hardened hie voice as he prepared himself for something disagreeable.
man

"I've had a letter from the crown
prince of Hungnria. It has come to his

ears that there le a certain reason for
your majesty'» delay in following up
the first overtures for an alliance with
his family. Malicious tongues have
whisi»ered that your majesty's utten
tlons are otherwise engaged, and the
young Adalliert has addressed me in a
friendly way. begging that the rumor
may be contradicted or confirmed."
"I'm not sure that negotiations had
gone far enough to give him the right
to be Inquisitive," returned Leopold,

flushing.

spare him if I could. But I can't live
life for him."
Ile sighed again ami iookcu u|»,
frowning, at a sudden sound which
meant intrusion.
Like η spirit called from the deep,
there stood the chancellor at the door
between Leopold's compartment and
my

Mit»

one

udlolnin^
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smjieror (luii^r at him. "That can be
lOtir only excuse for such words."
"I am not innd. but I am old and
wise, your majesty. Today you have
made me feel that I am very old.
Punish me as you will for my frankness.
My work for you and yours Is
nearly done. Cheerfully will I subnit to my dismissal if only this last
îffort In your service may save the
ship of stale from wreck. I would
lot make an accusation which I could
tot prove. Aud I can prove that the
wo
Knglish ladies who have Iteen
1 itaylng at Schloss Lyndalberg are not
:he persons they pretend to be."
"Who has been lying to you?" cried
Leopold, who held between clinched
lands the temper he vowed not to lose
with tills old man.
"To me. no one. To your majesty, to
ociety In Kronburg, two adventuressis have lied."
The emperor caught his breath. "If
ou were a young man I would kill
for that," he said.
As it is, my
'"I know you would.
Ife Is yours. But Itefore you take it,
or fÎod's sake, for your father's sake,
ou

u»:ir

m»>

ont!"

Liopolil ilitl not speak for n moment,
iut stared at the vanishing landscape,
vliloh he saw through a red haze.
Very well," he said at last; "I will
lear you. because I fear nothing you
an say."
"When I heard of your majesty's adniration for a certain lady." the chanellor be ira η quickly lest the emjwror
■hould change bis mind, "I looked for

and her mother's In Burke's
There I found I.ady Mow»ray, widow of a dead barou of that
Ik, mother of a son still a child and
>f one daughter, a young woman with
uany names aud twenty-eight years.
"This surprised me, as the Miss
lowbray I had seen at the birthday
•all looked no more than eighteen
nd. I was told, confessed to twenty,
'he Mow brays, I learned by a little
urther research In Burke, were dlsuntly connected by marriage with the
amlly of Baumenburg-lM'ippe. This
eemed an odd coincidence in the clrumstances.
But, acting as duty bade
1er name

'eerago.

The chancellor spread out his old
veined hands in a gesture of appeal.
"I fear," he said, "that in my anxiety
for your majesty's welfare ami the
(food of Rhaetia I may have exceeded
my instructions.
My one excuse Ithat I believed your mind to be *lefi
ttltely made up. I still believe it to l e
I would listen to no one v. li
so.
should try to persuade me of the eon
trary, and I will write Adali>erf"—
"You must get yourself and me out
of the scrape as best you can, since
you admit you got us into if." broke in

■

the emperor, with an uueasy laugh
"If Princess Virginia of Baumenberg
Drlppe Is ns charming as she is said in
t>e, her difficulty will be In choosin·: a
tiusband, not in getting one. I'oronee,
my dear chancellor, gossip lias told
the truth, and I wouldn't pay the

princess so poor a compliment as to
ask for her hand when I've no heart
left to give her in exchange for it
There's some one else"—
"It Is of that some one else I would
venture to speak, your majesty. <Jos
sip has named her. May I?"
"I'll save you the trouble, for I'm
not ashamed that the common fate
has overtaken ine—common because
svery man loves once before he dies,
ind yet uncommon because no man
aver loved a woman so worthy. Chancellor, there's no woman in the world
like Miss Helen Mowbray, the lady to
whom I owe my life."
"It's natural you should be grateful, your majesty, but"—
"It's natural I should lie In love."
"Natural that a young man inexperienced lu affairs of the heart should
mistake warm gratitude for love. Impossible that the mistake should be nl

lowed to continue."

an

side of the frontier.
RON ΗΕΛΗΤ was dressliis tlrst thought on hearing this was
ed in the long double
But
to engage a rpecial and follow,
breasted gray overcoat
eveu In these days there is much red
and the soft gray hat
tape entangled with railway regulaIn which all snapshot
It soon appeared
tions In Ilhaetia.
photographs (no others
the
take
to
l>e
would
it
that
quicker
had ever Ικ»··η taken) showed the channext train to Felgarde. which was due
cellor of Ithaetia.
arwould
to leave in half an hour and
At sight of the emperor off came the
rive only nn hour later than the Orient famous hat, barlug the bald dome of
of
express.
the fine old head, fringed with hair
I^opold's heart was chilled, but he curiously mingled black and white.
shook off despondency and would not
"Good day, your majesty," he said,
be discouraged.
Telephoning to the with no sign of surprise in his voice or
hotel where the Mowbravs had been face.
stopping, he learned that they had
The train rocked going around a
that
gone. Then he wrote out a telegram:
:urve, and it was with difficulty
But
MIhs Helen Mowbray, Traveling From the chancellor kept his footing.
Kronburg to Parle by Orient Express,
erect, supporting himstood
he
rigidly
at
Master
Felgarde:
Care of Station
until the emperor,
I Implore you leave the train at FeJ- self In the doorway
parde and wait for me. Am following In with more politeness than enthusiasm,
al! haste. Will arrive Felgarde one hour Invited him to enter and be seated.
niter you and hope to find you at Leo"I'm glad you're well enough to travpoldhof.
el, chancellor," said Leopold. "We had
He
was
simple.
the
far
wording
So
of
none too encouraging an account
bad signified his Intention and expressfrom Captain von Breitetein."
you
iieen
ed his wish, which would have
"I travel l»ecause you travel, your
more than euougli to assure the accomthe old man. "It is
plishment of his purpose had he been majesty," replied
me here, and I
dealing with a subject. Unfortunately, kind of you to tolerate
however, Helen Mowbray was not a appreciate it."
Now they sat facing each other, and
subject and had exhibited no sign of
down a sense
subjection. It was therefore futile to the young man, fighting
to him In boyish
prophesy whether or no she would of guilt, familiar
days when about to be taken to taak
choose to graut his request.
at the
Revolving the pros and cons, he was by the chancellor, gazed fixedly
which the afterforced to conclude that she probably hard, clever face on
of eacb
would not grant It—unless he had some noon sun scored the detail
Yet wrinkle.
new argument to bring forward.
"Indeed!" was the emperor's only
wlint had he to urge that he had hot
already urged twice over? What could answer.
"Your majesty. I have served you
he say at tills eleventh hour which
I
would not only induce her to await his nnd your father before you well,
coming at Felgarde, but justify him hope—faithfully, I know. I think you
«
in making a last appeal when he came trust me."
"No man ,:uore. But this sounds a
it in
to
As he stood pen in hand suddenly he

imagine it uecessury to 'lead up* to a
lubjec-t If I ran please myself by doing

ι

eyes grew dark. "In such
connection," he said, "It would be

Leopold's

better not to mention the word "mis
take.' I'm glad you are here, for now
rou can learn from me my intentions

^nirnril that lmlv."

•'Intentions, did you say, your mujesI fear I prow hard of hearing."
"At least you will never grow slow
jf understanding. I did speak of my
intentions toward Miss Mowbray."
"You would give the lady some mag
alflcent estate, some splendid acknowl·

ty?

idgment"—

"Whether splendid or not would be· a
[natter of opinion." laughed the em[>eror. "I shuil offer her a present of

myself."

The old man had l>een sitting with
tils chin sunk Into his short neck, |M>erIng out from under his brows In a way
tie had. but he lifted his head suddenly, with α look In his eyes like that <>f
tn animal who scents danger from a

unexpected quarter.

"Your majesty," he exclaimed, "yo
your father's son. you are Ithn·
tlan, and your standard of honor"—
"I hope to marry Miss Mowbray."
Leopold cut him short.
The cham-ellor's Jaw dropi>cd, and he
grew pnle. "I had dreamed of nothing
as bad as this," he blurted out. with

are

qo thought or wish to sugar the truth.
"I feared a young man's rashness. 1
dreaded scandal. Hut, forgive me, your
mnjestfi. For you a morganatic marriage would l»e madness"—
"A morganatic marriage I did think
of at first, but on second thoughts ι

It would be ungrateful."
"Ah, yes, to the country which expects so much of you."
"No, to the woman who has the
right to ull or nothing. I will make her
saw

empress of Hhaetla."
With a cry the chancellor sprang up.
Hie eyes glared like the eyes of a bull
who receives the death stroke. Ilia
working lips and the hollow sound in
his throat alarmed the emperor.
"No, your majesty, no!" he panted.
"But I say yes." Leopold answered,
I're
"and let no man give me nay.
thought It all out. I will make her a
countess first. Then she shall be made

my empress."
"Your majesty, It is not possible."
"Take care, chancellor."
"She has been deceiving you. She
has neither the birth, the position nor
the name she claims to have, and I
can prove It"

"You are mad. Von Breltsteln." the

ue

on

act. I wired to two persons—Baron
Sark, your majesty's ambassador

Great Britain, and the ero.su prince
f iinngarla, the brother of i'rincess

ο

'iiginia."

"What did you telegraph?" asked the
mperor icily.
"Nothing compromising to your majsty, you may well believe. I inquired
f Adalbert If he had English relaions, a Lady Mowbray and daughter,
lelen, traveling in Khaetia. and I beg;ed that if ho he would describe their
ppearance by telegram. To Von Sark
said that particulars by wire concern·
rig the widow of Lord Mowbray and
laughter, Helen, would put me under
Both these ménlersonal obligation.
ages I sent off night before last. Yeserday I received Adalbert's answer,
his morning Von Sark's.
They are
lere." And the chancellor tapped the
"Will your
ireast of his gray coat.
uajesty read them?"
"If you wish," replied Leopold at his
laughtiest and coldest.
The old man unbuttoned his coat and
reduced a coroneted pocketbook, a
ouvcnlr of friendship on his last birthLeopold saw It
ay from the eni|M>ror.
nd remembered, as the chancellor
iOIKm! he would.
"Hero art» the telegrams. your majsty," lie said. "The first one Is from
he crown prince of Ilungarla."
"Have no Idea where Lady Mowbray
nd daughter are traveling; may be
thaetla or north pole." Adalbert had
written, with characteristic flippancy.
Have seen neither for eight years
But Lady
nd scarcely know them.
I. tall, brown old party, with nose like
obbyborse; Helen dark, nose like

lother's, wears glasses."
With no ltetrayal of feeling, Leopold
nid the telegram on the red plush
eat and unfolded the other.
"Pardon delay." the Ithactlan am"Have
iassador'8 message lugan.
oeil making Inquiries.
Lady Mow·
iray has l»een widow for ten years.
Cot rich.
During son's minority has
L*t her town and country houses.
.Ives much abroad. Very high church,
ntellectual. at present in Calcutta,
rhere daughter Helen, twenty-eight,
iot pretty, is lately engaged to marry
niddle aged judge of some distinction."
"So"—and the emperor threw aside
be second bit of paper—"it is on such
light grounds us these that u man of
he world can lal*el two ladles 'adenturesses.'

"

The chancellor was bitterly dlsap·
lolnted.
He had counted on the Impression whlcîi these telegrams must
uake, and unless Leopold were actng it was now eertaiu that love had
[riven him out of his senses

(to

bk

continued.]

Soft Hearted Bill 1
"Ah, dearie me!" sighed the woman
, vhen
Mrs. Pipkins, the sympathetic
tarlshloner, called upon her. "Yes,
here was worse men than my poor

j Ull, but there, 'e's took now—gone. Έ
id his good points, 'ad Bill."
"I am indeed glad to hear It," SHld
drs. I'lpklus.
'Toor Bill," went on the bereaved
voman. "'e— well, 'e weren't exactly
andsome, but 'e were soft 'earted
( fnough to smoke like a chlmbly when·

'e left the 'ouee."
"Indeed!" broke In the visitor. "But
I fall to see the connection between
imoklng and"—
"That's becos you never eeed my
"Bill
poor BUI," put In the widow.
weren't pretty, and 'e knowed It—but
there—sooner than scare hlnnercent
Ittle children into a fit BUI alwuys 'Id
that terrible mug ο' 'Is in u cloud o'
uuoke.
Yes, 'e was soft 'earted and
thoughtful for other», was Bill."—

( (ver
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Turn :—$1 JO a year If paid strictly In adranc*
Otherwise $2.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cents
AU local advertisement
Λ ρτΕκτιβκιίΕίττβ :
are pire η three connect! τ* insertion· for $1.5
Is
of
column. Special contract ,
length
per Inch
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era.
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Jo· Pinmxo —Sew type, faat preeeee, electrli :
1
power, experience·! workmen ami low price
combine to make this department of onr buel
ne se complete and popular.

«IXttLE COPIES.
single Copies of the Democrat are four centi
will
be mailed on receipt of price l>j
each. They
the publisher· or for the convenience of patron
Issue have been placed oi
each
of
Jingle copie·
sale at the following places In the County :

Pari·,
Norway,
South

KucktleM,
Parle Hill,
Weet Pari·,

A

Drug Store.
Noye·' DrujfcStore.
Stone's Drug Store.
ShurtletT'e

Alfred Cole, Postmaeter.
Mrs. Harlow, Poet Office.
Samuel T. White.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Republican State Convention
WILL BE HELD IS THE

Bangor.

Armory,

TUESDAY, JUNE 30th, iqoS,
At 2 o'clock. P. M.,
for the purpose of nominating candidates foi
β«ΜΙΜΤ·Μ State AiKlttorto M *up|»orted al
the September election, and transacting any
other business that may properlv come before ti
The liasts of representation will be an follow»
Each city, town and plantation will be entitle·!
to one delegate, and for each 75 vote* cart foi
the Republican candidate for Governor In MM
4t
an additional delegate, and fora fraction of
votes In excess of 75 vote", a farther addltlona
of any
In
the
Vacancies
delegation
delegate
city, town or plantation can only be tll!e<l by
residents of the County in which the vacancier

exist.

The State Committee will be In session In tb«
o'clock
anteroom of the Armory at one
on the day of the Convention for the purpose ol
receiving the credentials of delegate*, In ordei
In the Convention
to t* eligible to
delegate* mu*t M ihcM *ul>*e<|uent to th«
date of the call for this Convention.
All elector» of Maine, whatever their polltlca
amliations may have l>een. who liell^ve In th<
general principles and policy of the Republlcar
party and desire Its success at the ρ» II* In th«
coming election In this »tate, arecordlallv lnvlt
ed to unite under this call In electing delegate!
to the Convention
Per order, Republican State Committee.
S ΕΤΗ M. CARTER, Chairman.

participate

BYRON BOYD. Secretory.
l<ewlstot>, May 9, 1908.

Under this call, the towns and plantation· ti
Oxford County wUI lie entitled to delegates &
follows :

OXFORD COUNTY.-98.

Albany,

An do ver,

Bethel,

Brown Held,
Buck de Id,

Byron,

Canton,
I>enmark,
Dlxfleld,
Frveburg,
Gllead,

Grafton,
Greenwood,
Hanover.

Hartford,
Hebron,
Hiram,
Lovell,
Mason,
Mexico,
Newry,

Republican

Norway,
Oxford,
Pari».
Peru.
Porter.
1 I Ruxbury,
Rum ford.
1
Stonehani,

3
5

t ;
3
1
1
2

Stow,
Suiuner.

2
'2

PLANTATIONS:
Lincoln,
Magalloway,
Milton,

|

3
1
4
1

I

Sweden,
Cuton,
Waterford,
Woodstock,

Total,

Wett Puis.
BrtM.
Five from here went to the Oxford
The présentation of Dr. Jekyll and
County W. C. T. U. convention at Buck- Mr. Hyde did not materialize owing to
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL field last week. Mrs. L. C. Bates, Rev. the failure of the oompany to appear as
Isabella S. Macduff and Miss Delia H. advertised.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Lane went by team with H. H. WardTuesday and Wednesday evenings
well as driver. Mrs. C. Howard Lane "Samantha Allen at the Court of Fame"
Parte Mill.
and Mrs. S. T. White went by train. was enjoyed by the large orowd of peoa profitable and enjoyable ple who bad been anticipating a first
Besides hiring Mrs. Snow's "Seven All report
session. Mrs. White, in behalf of the class and unique entertainment. Miss
Gables," which be occupied last sumcounty, gave the response to the address Harriette Harris has been In Bethel for
mer, Dr. Mann has engaged "Cross
of welcome by Mrs. Pottle of Buckfleld. a week training the people who were to
Roads" for some friends of his who are
There was a school sociable at Cen- make up this cast of forty characters.
expected to take possession this week.
tennial Hall last Friday evening. Ice The parts were well ohosen and no one
Miss Gertrude Brown bas a very handwas disappointed in the entertainment
cream was served.
some new saddle horse.
The regular weekly Friday evening which was under the auspices of Purity
After the first of June the public
the
at
held
been
have
Ο. E. S. Samantha was well
free socials whioh
library will be open Monday afternoons Universalist church all winter, have Lodge,
impersonated by Miss Cleo Russell, and
instead of Wednesday.
discontinued for the summer.
the local hits were well conceived and
Archie □. Curtis has moved his family been
The Murray-Rostell Company which kindly received. Worthy matrons and
to Oxford for a few months, where he is
were expected here the first of June, dames and young people all did credit
operating his saw mill.
their dates and are billed to their training. Columbia "won out1'
Mrs. J. P. Thompson of Portland have changed
this week, beginning and was chosen and crowned by the
arrived at Elmhurst last week. Mrs. for three evenings
Monday, the 25th. They advertise a goddess. This was a success in every
Thompson has spent so many summers new
list of plays and Mr. Murray will way both evenings it was presented.
at Paris Hill as almost to become a perin some of his special character
The East Oxford Local Union of C. E.
appear
here.
manent resident
societies met in Bethel Wednesday with
impersonations.
enthe
R.
Batcheller,
mining
Henry
Mrs. Hiram T. Bacon, accompanied the C. E. society of the Congregational 1st
gineer and general superintendent of the
her daughter, Mrs. Ο. H. Marston, church. A good programme was preby
last
returned
week,
Hill
Crocker
mine,
the funeral of her niece, Mrs. sented, the evening address being given
and preparations for operating the mine attended
Prank Noyes, at North Norway last by Mr. C. D. Meigs.
Thursday the
are in progress.
annual convention of Oxford County
Admiral Lyon bas the foundation and Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred C. Perham went Sunday School Association met at the
cellar work at Lyonsden about completto Bryant's Pond last Thursday to the Congregational church. The programme
ed and has by far the finest cellar in this
funeral service of Mr. Perham's aunts, was especially helpful to teachers in the
section. The old cellar under the main
Miss Sylvania Perham and Mrs. Martha Sunday School.
house has been made considerably deepMrs. Ο. M. Mason, Mrs. Eva Rowe
Davis.
er and a new cellar excavated under the
It is now the intention to play the fox and Mrs. Emma W. Chandler atlong ell portion. Portland cement, both
"A Woman's Honor" either the tended the Oxford County W. C. T. U.
solid and in blocks, has been used in the drama
or second week in June.
convention at BuckQeld Wednesday and
walls and floor. The heating and laun- first
Mrs. Edgar Barrows and son Leslie Thursday.
innow
are
being
dry arrangements
Mrs. 0. M. Mason is entertaining her
have both been ill with the measles.
stalled.
Mrs. Rebecca Bryant is in failing brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Lee,
.miss Annie l>. rams aim juish uma o.
who have not visited Maine before for
health.
Emmons attended the Sunday School
Mr. George D. Robertson of South many years.
convention. Miss Parrie went as a deleMemorial Sunday was observed by a
Paris was in town three days last week
gate, Miss Emmons accompanying her.
looking after some repairs on the stand union service at the Congregational
owned by Mrs. G. W. Bryant. The top church, the sermon to the 6. A. R. and
North Buckfleld.
of one of the chimneys has been rebuilt. W. R. C. being preached by the pastor,
The people in this place are improvSeveral in town including Mr. McKen- Rev. William Curtis
Special music
ing their buildings quite a little this
the
ney and Mr. Mayhew have been having was rendered by a mixed choir and
spring.
were appropriate.
decoratioes
chimneys
repaired.
on
are
putting
Phinney Λ* Record
υβ uu»ci»cu
win
»j>
snimien IS navinj; uis uruK
Memorial υ ay
Α. Κ.,
quite a nice looking hood over the front store remodeled and enlarged inside Brown Poet, G. A. R., with more than
doors of the Grange Hall.
Emerson Curtis is doing the carpenter usual impressiveness and interest, as tbe
Roy Buswell is at work for Fred Heald. work. He has also screened the upper dedication
of tbe soldiers' monument is
John Smith is at work on the road.
which will make it very nice for to take place. The graves of comrades
Emerson Tucker has moved back on piazza
will be decorated as usual and the monusummer.
to his farm in Paris, and I. D. Fuller has
There will be an observance of Me- ment erected to the soldiers who went
hired his stand in this place.
morial Day on Saturday, the 30th. The out from Bethel will be dedicated with
Mrs. Frances Bicknell, who has been
usual line of march to the cemetery to impressive ceremony, in which the
in poor health for a long time, don't
the soldiers' graves will be school children of the town tftll pardecorate
seem to gain much as yet.
In the evening there will %be
formed at the squire in front of the BapSpring pigs are quite plenty in our tist church and the procession will be ticipate.
exercises in Odeon Hall and speechos
vicinity.
led by the drum corps. There will be will be made by many old comrades.
Mert Warren is hatching lots of chickexercises at the cemetery
appropriate
this
incubator
ens in bis
spring.
West Bethel.
and every one interested is invited to go.
was
and
wedding
A very quiet
pretty
"The grass te green,
After this all the people will assemble at
solemnized in the presence of relatives
The sky serene,
Dunham's Hall where suitable exercises
and friends at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
The brookMoth flow,
will be given Including an address by
The grain doth grow,
Fred fleald. May 17, when'Mrs. Heald's
The Llrdles sing.
Hon. C. H. Prince of Buckfield.
daughter, Josephine Monk, was united
For It le Spring."
There will be a union gospel temperin marriage to Lester Ricker of Hartford.
ance meeting next Sunday, May 31, at
"The well-kept hwne will soon be all aglow.
Miss Margaret Heald, a consin of the
With clover heads ami dandelion flowers!
the Methodist church. The committee
bride, acted as bridesmaid, Mr. Merle will
Cowslips and violet < eftsoon will be In blow·
a suitable programme.
arrange
Hastened by eun-emtlee and the warm, soft
a student at the University
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Sturtevant,
of Maine, as best man. The ceremony
was performed by Rev. J. H. Little of
South Paris, the double ring service being used.
The bride was very prettily gowned in
white lansdowne and lace and carried a
large bouquet of bride's roses, a gift of
the groom. The bridesmaid was gowned in muslin and lace and carried a
bouquet of carnations.
A dainty lunch of ice cream and cake,
punch and fancy crackers was served by
three young ladies dressed in white. The
presents were many and valuable. Mr.
and Mrs. Ricker are of our most estimable young people, and they have the
best wishes of all for a prosperous and
happy life.
East Brownfleld.

»

County Convention.

The Republican voters of the County of Ox
fori. In the State of Maine, are requested to mee 1
at the Court House at South Paris, on Wed nee
day. the seventeenth day of June. A. I>. 1908, a
10 o'clock In the forenoon, for the purpose ο P
nominating candidates for the following count:
elec
office*, to i»e sup|K>rted at the
tlon. to wit Senator, .ludge of Probate. Reglste
Countv
Attorney
Treasurer,
of Probate, County
Also ti
one County Commissioner ami Sheriff.
choose a Republican County Committee for th
years 190y and 1910.
The basis of representation wl'l be as follows :
Each town and plantation organized for elec
tlon purposes will l>e entitle*! to one del-'gnt·
;
and for each 75 vote» cast for the
candidate for Governor In 19*<*J an additions I
»
in
execs
40
votes
delegate, and for a fraction of
of 75 an additional delegate.
The Republican County Committee will be ti I
ses*Ion at the grand jury room at the Coui
House at South Paris, at 9 o'clock on the mom
Ing of the convention for the purpose of receh
Ing the credentials of the delegates.
Delegates In order to lie eligible to participât ?
In the convention must be elected subsequent t >
the date of the call for this convention.
Per order Republican Countv Committee.
BENJAMIN A SWA'SEV.Chairman.
Dated at Lewlston, Me., Mav 12. 1903.
FREDERICK K. DYER, Secretary.

The men of the Congregational circle
are to have charge of the supper next
week.
Frank Howard's blacksmith shop has
been removed from Browntield Centre to

ourvillaee.
M iss Mary
i

September

I

Marston has kindly consented to take charge of the L. 'Γ. L.
for the present.
Mrs. E. A. G. Stickney and daughter
Isabel attended county convention of the
W. C. T. U. at Bucktield. Mrs. Stickney
was

re-elected county

president. All

showers ;

West Sumner.
And o'er the flelds, In country lane or street,
The lazy cattle seein at perfect rest.
Mr. Cornelius Thomas of Pownal is
While on the twig, the bird of saffron vest
the guest of Mr. James Buck.
Fills all the ambient air with song replete."
One of our farmer's wives has shown
Beautiful growing weather.
herself to be a very energetic woman.
Dairy butter is 25 cents per pound,
Mrs. Geo. West took the train last week
and eggs lti cents per dozen.
for Goodwin's Mills six miles east of
Fortnightly dances are being held in
Biddeford to purchase a farm horse.
Bell's Hall, and are well attended.
Mrs. West bought a horse and started on
W. D. Kilgore of North Newry was in
her return trip Friday. Having taken a
this village on Saturday, tbe 10th.
harness with her she procured a wagon
Seed time has come and farmers are
and drove 40 miles the first day, spendengaged in planting and sowing.
busily
Glouin
New
ing the night with friends
W. W. Goodridge continues making
cester. The next day she had the mison and around his buildfortune to have one of the wagon wheels improvements
break down. Fortunately she was near ings.
D. D. Fletcher and wife of Locke's
She had the worn out wheel
a village.
Mills visited friends in this village last
home
arrived
and
another,
replaced by
week.
that evening, having driven a strange
Miss Ada Bean of Bethel is employed
horse over a strange road over 80 miles.
card store of Wbitten & Denin the
Roy Bisbee and wife, who have been nison. post
at work for R. N. Stetson, have gone to
Mrs. Sallie K. Bennett died in Gorham,
Redding. Mr. Stetson has hired a Mr X. IT., and was brought here for burial
Brackett and wife of Otisfield.
on Sunday, the 17lh.
The land is just getting dry enough to
The West Bethel Village ImproveI plant, and the farmers are busy puttim;
ment Club gave a pleasing entertainI the seed in the ground.
in Bell's Hall Thursday eveniog.
ment
I Mrs. Cynthia Bisbee, who spent the
S. W. Potter and John B. Murphy reI winter in Hast Sumner, is at her home
main about tbe same as last reported.
I here for a few days.
treated by Dr. J. A.
Both are
I Miss Etta Littlefield of Portland was Twaddle of being
Beihel Hill.
the guest of her aant, Mrs. James Buck
Devil wagons of all sizee will soon be
Miss Littlefield was ac-l
this week.
on the rampage, and nervous horses will
Icompanied to Rumford Falls by Mrs. 'ravel on highways with fear and
I Buck who has been called there again to

other officers were also re-elected.
interesting
Kev. Mr. Harbutt held
services at Bradbury Hall May 17.
trembling.
Ido dressmaking.
Kepubdeai
Mrs. Eliza I'oore is visiting in Gorham.
I Mr. and Mrs. Elias Johnson have gone
Oreenwood.
to Strickland's Ferry for a few days.
Wilson's Mills.
In the Democrat of May 12 we gave
I Mr. Johnson finished sawing the last log
11. G. Bennett and wife have been to
in verse by
Saturday the 10th, and the mill is shut the history of a snowstorm
Farmington and visited relatives in Rumfatal result; and now
I down. Upon his -return he will repair Hartford, with no
ford while away.
attended
by à sad
the dam and get ready for next Jyear's will give another
Mrs. Alden Farnham has gone to Colehaving an idea that vA-y few of
tragedy,
work.
I
brook. Mr. Farnbam has a man and bis
ever read or
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Clark made a trip the present generation
wife from Colebrook at work at the
heard of it. Since the explanation in
to South Paris last week.
I
hotel.
son prose is not lengthy, it is thought best
^r: ani^ Mrs. C. E. Dunham and BosEdgar Brooks, who came home from I fcarl
to give the full text as found in Introleft Wednesday for Portland,
has
gone
the hospital some weeks ago,
and en! ton and Brattleboro, Vt., to visit friends duction to the National Reader,
back again.
titled, The Snowstorm.
I and relatives.
the
to
has
W. W. Linnell
gone
hospital
In the month of December, 1821, a
Coming Evente.
Mrs. Roeetta Ryerson, who has been
and has got to have his leg taken off.
and an infant,
I in Massachusetts for the past eix weeks, Mr. Blake with his wife
C. I. Wilson is working for Peter Litwas passing over the GFeen Mountain
I lias returned to her home here.
Cnlversallst state convention, Dextei '· tlehale.
June 1
Mrs. Wm. A. Bonney went to Lewis- near the town of Arlington, Vermont,
:
June 2.— Oxford Pouiona Grange, Hebron.
Mrs. Fox has a hen's egg which is -J
in a sleigh with one horse. The drifting
June 17 —Republican county convention, Sout
returning the same day.
6
around.
and
inches
Ions
for the
l'art*.
There was a social dance here Friday snow rendered it impossible
I
June if.—Democratic couutv convention. Soul a
Mr. Blake set off on
was furnished by Wm. horse to proceed.
Music
I
Lovell.
evening.
Paris.
and perished
Glover and Roy Bisbee violin; Fred Ben- foot in search of assistance
June 24, 25.—Semi annual meeting of < >xford Αι
J. E. Farnham is still on the sick list,
soclatlon of Cnlvcrsallst», Parts Hill.
Elmer Tuell, in the storm before he could reach a
and
I
Buckfield,
cornet;
nett,
ol
has been contined to the bed a number
June 3o.—Republican state convention. Bungo
human dwelling. Tbe mother, alarmed
I West Paris, organ.
July 15 —Democratic state convention. Bango:
weeks with rheumatism.
Mrs. H. S. Robertson has been in (as is supposed) at bis long absence,
connects
now
mail
The North Lovell
him with the infant in
I Buckfield this week attending the W. C. went in quest of
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
with tbe morning mail at the village inher arms. She was found in tbe mornΙ Γ. U. convention.
winter.
the
as
afternoon
of
stead
during
Memo»al Oay exercises will be ing, dead, a short distance from the
Retired Business Man Is in Favor.
Isaac Hobbs is at work for the sum I Κ
was wrapped in her
I held at East Sumner. Rev. J. True sleigh. The child
Success.
Brackett.
Oscar
for
mer
and eurvived the perils of the
the
deliver
cloak,
Memorial Day Observance.
will
veteran
a
soldier,
I
Some good salmon are being taken Crosby,
Glove* Sews.
I address. Wm. A. Barrows Post and the cold and etorm.
C
tl.A Τ .k.
Auction.
Relief Corps have invited the Grangers The cold winds swept the mountain's height,
New Incubator.
And pathless was the dreary wild,
Annual Meeting.
land Knights of Pythias to join in the
West Hartford.
'mid the cheerless hours of night,
Probate Notices.
observance of the day, also all the teach- Vnd,
A mother wandered with her child.
3 Notices of A ppolntment
Arthur Purkis has had to have eleven
Dinner
ers and school children in town.
As
I
through the drilled snows she pressed,
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
tubercu*
cows killed lately on account of
The babe was sleeping on her breast.
Statement of Continental Casualty Compan:
will be served at an early hour in the
losis. He had only three left. It is rechurch.
the Congregational
Ami colder still the winds did blow,
ported he has lost several hogs by same Baked beaqs and coffee will be furnished
A nil darker hours of night came on,
here and There.
disease.
And deeper grew the drifts of enow—
the
differof
the
ladies
and
the
Post,
Her limb· were chilled, her strength was
We hear that State Veterinary Bracket! by
I ont orders are expected to supply the
kuuv—
Apropos the Wood-Piatt ease, it ma is testing other herds of stock in the pastry.
"Ο God," she cried, In accents wild,
Line District.
not be amiss to remark that the coir
"If I muet perish, save my child!"
Addison Newton has let hie farm the
bination of an old fool and a blackmail
Albany.
She «tripped her mantle from her breast,
And bared her bosom to the storm,
in^ woman is pretty sure to produc coming season and is going out jobbing.
C. G. Beckler and family visited at
And round the child she wrapped the vest,
The widow of Joshua Young, an old
trouble.
of
Bethel
Andrews'
recently.
Perley
nit smiled to think her babe was warm.
A
lady of S3 years, is in very feeble health.
A good attendance at the dance at the
With one cold kiss, one tear she shed,
a
and
And sank upon a snowy bed.
town house last Satnrday night,
Fernald stock is well up. Fernald ha
West Buckfield.
time.
At dawn a traveler passed by;
good
a large majority of the delegates so fa
Mrs. G. II. Warren of North Bucktield
She lay beneath a snowy veil;
K. G. Sloan has lost both of his horses.
chosen to the Republican state coovet
is at her son's, Ο I) Warren's, this week Rather a
a The frost of death was In her eve;
lose
to
of
time
year
busy
iter cheek was cold, and hard and pale;—
tion, and it rather looks as if the coi
Mrs
for
at
work
is
Miss Jessie Bonney
team.
He moved the robe from off the child;
test would be practically settled befoi
Η. H. Buck.
wife of Bethel
The babe looked up, and sweetly smiled.
and
Hastings
even
ilarry
the convention opens,
thoug
Mrs. Harry Crockett of Dixfield it called on J. P. Guptill recently.
There is a sequel to this melancholy
things of a political nature are very ut visiting her mother, Mrs. Emma Bonney.
Mr. and Mrs. Lauren Lord called on
certain.
event, which is one reason that induced
Frank Warren of North Buckfield call G. N. Sanborn of Grover Hill.
me to fepublisli it at this late day.
ed at Harry Buck's and 0. D. Warren'c
Mrs. Dexter Cumminga and eon Ala number of years ago some paper
Quite
It seems likewise certain that Taft ha
road
the
Sunday.
on
friende
visited
bion
valley
stated that the person who was found
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bradbury wer< one
a majority of the delegate· to the natioi
week.
last
day
alive after the storm had abated, was at
in Norway over Sunday.
at convention, and hie nomination i
The farmers are all improving the fine that time in the legislature of one of the
Fred Bennett and son Ralph went to weather which we are having, also the
reasonably assured.
western states—Ohio if not mistaken,
Sumner Sunday.
fishing. By and by there will be more and later some one inquired through the
Charles Sanborn has returned to work fishermen than fish.
for
the
With the nomination
Christian Herald where the story could
prei
for S. M. Bonney.
The men of the Paris Manufacturing be
found, and I gave the desired inforidency settled, it would seem to be i
camps have captured a white hedgehog. mation.
order to be looking for somebody for th
East Waterford.
Lin
Mr.
Probably they will sell it to
nomination for vice-president, usin
Speaking of the event to the late A1Misses Helen and Elsie Sanderson arc Flint.
den Chase, he said that when he was
some other test besides the size of hi
at home for a short time.
banrel. For a long time that was tb
Denmark.
register of deeds at Paris, a man came
J. E. Mclntire was in Lewlston and
there by the name of Blake in search of
principal qualification considered. Th Portland on business the first of the
Mr. A. W. Belcher and Mr. Geo. L.
some old records, and he was said to be
nomination of Roosevelt for the offic
week.
Wentworth visited Bridgton Wednesday
man in question, and who
was a departure from the establishe
Mr. Record of South Paris is building evening to attend the meeting of Mt. the very
It ie well understood tha
knows but be may be still living.
the cottage on the island in Island Pond Pleasant Encampment, No. 14, I. 0. 0.
of
hime was nominated to get rid
belonging to S. Augustus Lord and hie P. Three candidates were given the
but it didn't work just as the machin
sister, Mrs. Edgerley.
Royal Purple Degree.
Greenville Whitman, a hard working
expected.
W. A. Emery has sold the goods in
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Blake are the happy
and respected citizen, passed away at
a
nice
of
his store to Henry O. Rolfe.
baby.
girl
parents
his borne May 10 after a short sickness
There was an alarm of fire Monday
Clayton Mclntire is doing well, only
Hughes says be wouldn't take th
of measles and pneumonia.
making occasional trips to Portland to afternoon which proved to be in the
nomination for vice-president any waj
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cole will give a
woods of Fred Sanborn, near Mr. Rçnd's
see his doctor.
With the work he has cut out for him a
at the hall at the City SaturLulu Mclntire has been spending a home, but it was put out without much reception
governor of New York, he is perhap
day evening, May 23. All are cordially
few days with her grandparents at Nor- damage.
blamed.
Neverthess, th
not to be
invited. An evening of games, music
Mr. John Ames is having hard luck in
office of vice-president, notwithstandin
way.
and dancing is anticipated.
the
down
of
b
his
drive
to
pond.
logs
all its drawbacks, is not a position
getting
Gladys Cole is on the sick list, requirNorth Stoneham.
The wind haa been against him for a
despised. The elevation of Roosevelt t
the care of a physician.
ing
it
of
it
has
number
days.
the presidency through
given
Jack Bowers and brother Frank from
Mrs. Grace Smith of Boston is a guest
been
has
i
H.
Mclntire
which
Chas.
that
Mrs.
from
quite
H.
different
at
standing
Massachusetts have been boarding
at Walter Emmons*.
sick the past week but is reported betB. McKeen's and going fishing.
formerly had.
Mrs. Walter Penley has a young Finn
Jim Hatch of Lovell is teaching the ter and gaining.
woman to assist her with the house
men at Bartlett McKeen's mill to bunch
work.
There is little doubt that the Detx
Hebron.
dowels.
Alma Hayes is stopping at A. G.
ocratic nominee for governor in Main
and several of the Whitman'·.
Orin Barrows of Stow was at Wm.
Sargent
Principal
will be Obadiah Gardner of Rockland
Gammon's Saturday night. He was on students attended the funeral of Mr.
Celia Pike has recovered from the
who was for a long terra of years maste
his way to North Lovell to lay the found- Frank Packard at Hebron Station Sun- measles so as to be out once more.
of the State Grange.
has
a
son
ation of Charles Garcelon's new cottage. day afternoon. Mr. Packard
Maybasket banging is enjoyed by all.
Miles Adams worked for bis brother at school bere.
the
debate
of Albany last week.
The Hebron boys won at
Locke's Mill·.
Oregon, under its initiative and refei Perley
Christopher Adams from Pern is here with the North Bridgtons Friday evenendum, has pending a measure which, I
Mrs. Lydla Bryant is visiting at L. C.
Adams.
his brother, Sylvester
as well aa at the ball game the next
ing
visiting
th
state
the
will
give
practically
passed,
Traak's.
day.
single tax advocated by Henry George
Mr. and Mr·. Frank Parington are the
Mason.
Prof. Henry Bearce of Orono and
Under the bill factory buildings am
over guests of Mr. and Mrs. Irving White of
Ε. H. Morrill has bought a pair of Merle Sturtevant were at home
machinery, home· and home improve
Cbazy, Ν. Y.
Tb
work horses of Charles Roes of Ram- Sonday.
menta, are exempt from taxation.
Mrs. Lola Foster attended the Grand
Daniel Chase, a graduate from Hebron
am
taxation
to
ford.
land Mill remain· «abject
of Pythian Sisters in Portland
a pair of and now at Orono, visited friende here. Lodge
has
Hutchinson
I
It.
J.
of
A.
burden
bought
the
bear
must
coarse
of
The Ladies' Circle held a food and Wednesday, May 20.
this ie passed, it will furnish a practica Ed Cnmmlngs of Bethel.
The baked bean and pastry sapper st
afternoon and evenRosie Tyler is confined to the house apron sale Tuesday
teat of the single tax theory, and most ο
Mrs. Ida Crooker's Thursday evening
ing.
th· people of the country will be g'ad t< with sickness.
to the
Apple blossoms are coming out fast was a success, $5.25 being added
■J. M. Philbrook was in town the 20th.
have it tried—in some other state. Whei
V. I. 8. fund.
Herbert Wheeler of Albany was in these warm days, but it is hoped they
it i· actually in foroe, we will go an<
house
to
Mont Abbott has sold hie
will not all go by before Memorial Day.
"observe" its working. And probabl; town the 21st.
a former student here, Will Coolidge, who will aoon occupy it.
Ansel
Skolfleld,
for
work
is
at
DongJames Westlelgh
there will be the same unanimity in th<
sailed for Porto Rico last week en route ( Mr.vAbbott will move to the Virgin,
thi las Cashing.
reports made on its working, both by
His house at Walker's Mills.
on the sohooner John D. Colwell.
a
bear
that
McKenzie
A.
J.
reports
people of the state and outside observer*
of Candy's Har-1 Mrs. Frank Hawthorne and children
Skolfield,
20th
of
the
father,
Capt.
the
shed
bia
o;
into
came
night
that the»· is in regard to the working
visited at John Titn·' last week.
bor, la In command.
and had a little tossls with his dog.
th· prohibitory law In Main·.

j
I

I

I to5,Satl,rday,
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Precedent.

fullness of its art cannot, of course, be
duplicated iq any half-tone reproduction
of it—is most striking both for its size
and for the character of the work. The
painting portrays the making of soap
according to the old-time method of
making it upon which, until a comparatively recent period, the country people of New England almost exclusively
relied for their supply of this household
necessity, and whicb, in the rural parts
of New England, has not yet fallen Into
desuetude. Many of the older

W. C. Spaulding of Caribou ia visiting
his brother, Mr. Benjamin Spaulding.
The Morray-Koatell Co. played to
good audiences Thursday, Friday and
Saturday nighta laat week.
The Martz and Burnell shows will be

here

replenished

and the Canadian

Tueaday, May 26,

U. M. C. ammunition and Remington
firearms. Mr. Hill gave an exhibition

at the range of the gun club of close
shooting with rifle and shot gnn, shooting "pea beans" and small washers tossed into the air with a 22 calibre rifle, and
showing the force of a high power rifle
shooting bullets through solid steel

by
plates and doing

some

Rev. A. W.

pigeon shooting

Tottle

went

show you every fashionable shade in
In every detail of

summer.

will find them

motje

than

satisfactory.

the fire and with his chubby hand
putting a bit of fuel under the huge iron
pot. The interest of the beholder cenThe
ters in these two human figures.
woman's life-like pose reminds one ol
"The Gleaner," "The Shepherd's Star'
and other famous portrayals of peasant
women by Jules Breton, and there it
almost a suggestion of the female figure
in Jean Millet's world renowned genr<
masterpiece, "The Angelus."
Every New Englander must find pleas
ure in contemplating this superb worl
of Mr. Newman's because of its art, bu ;
especially because its art is Americai
and of the New England type. It ii ι
the kind of painting which is of lasting ;
value, and which is sure to be more an< I
more appreciated as the years roll 01
and the trolley car and the automobile t
crowd the old fashioned rural custom!
into the background if not completely
out of existence.
near

WAY

EASY

STRENGTHEN

TO

Ο ET

for
you

Silk

LONG SILK and LISLE, in tan, grey, black ard white.

*2.00.

Lisle, 75c, 87c, $1.00, *1.25.

11.00, $1.25, Ç1.5U,

IT

ANI)

WELL.

A good digestive system, one that acta
that you do not know that you have a
stomach, is God's birthright to every
man—to every woman.
If digestion is weak, if food turns into
gas, if you suffer after eating, if you are
sleepless, nervous and out of sorts—then
the stomach is diseased and prompt
action should be taken.
W. A. Ennie, a well-known builder In

so

of

have done
for me in one week than all the
doctors the two years I was under their
Thanks to Mi-o-na, I can work
care.
once more, the first time in over a year.'"
It is an easy thing to strengthen tlie
stomach and cure indigestion by using
Mi-o-na. Oet a 50 cent box from F. A.
ShurtlefT A Co. with their guarantee to
refund the money unless the remedy
dues all that is claimed for it.

through

our

line of

You'll

novelties.

cent

high

claes

many to
Our suits are the

interest you.
embodiment of

Glasses Warranted.

good

The death of two sisters occurred her
within a few hours ο
Miss Sylvania Perham
each other.
aged S4, and Mrs. Martha E. Davis, agei
about 78. They were the last pf thi
family of Jotham and Lucy (Felt) Pei
bam, who were the first to settle, pei
haps, in what has been known in th
history of the town as the "Perhar

Every

merit.

sell is worth every

of America's best clothes makers are back of every garment
we sell.
We would like to show you

Tuesday morning

service.

see

good style

and

Men's Suits $7.50 to S20.

H, B. Foster,

If you want the heel
of glasses, consult me
Come here.

Why?

Be

successful experience and specie
knowledge In the Optical business enable* mc
to adj ust quickly to the most delicate vision «
properly iltted lens. Consultations or examina
cause

neighborhood."

Miss Perham came here, we might al
most say, as one of the pioneers of ou
little village, and engaged in the milli
nery business in 1854. Through al
these years she has been identified witl
its interests in a business way. She ha
had the good will and respect of th
community and everybody has been he

we

We handle
you pay for it.
none hut those with a good
reputation. The best elîorts

more

Pond.

exceptional

suit

Syracuse, tells an easy way to strengthen
the stomach and get well when he writes :

of several days. The first days of las :
week Drs. Marston and Heald, who at
tended him, feared pneumonia but sue
ceeded in preventing it. Mr. Whitte
more's family is in New York, and hi
has been living alone on hie Buckfleh I
farm, looking after his mining properties
which are being investigated by W. S
Robinson for the Maioe and New Hamp
Mr. Whitte
sbire Feldspar Company.
more's sister, Mrs. Drake of Paris, i
with him.

Bryant's

style,

LONG KID GLOVES, only the very best of material obtainable is put into these
gloves, several shades of tan, grey, black acd white, 8 button length, |2.50,
12 button $'2.75, 16 button $1.00.

Mr. Frank Whittemore, we are glad t< >
learn, is improving after a serious illnest "Mi-o-na Stomach Tablets

plain, simple apparel of an old
fashioned rural community, and the
other being a child sitting on the ground

gloves

new

fit and

tc

Mae Ethel Foster, both of Buckfleld.

in the

our

workmanship,

How is Your Stomach?

0. F, and also the dedication of theii
hall. Mr. Pottle has been a member ο
this lodge about forty years, having
taken bis degrees during his flrat pastor
ate in Westbrook.
Wednesday evening in Buckfleld^at
the residence of the officiating clergy
man were married by the Rev. A. W
Pottle, Fred Augustus Cooper and Miss

lye, and another batch of soap was made
in the same manner as before, the
process being repeated till the good
housewife had made soap enough to last
till another spring.
In Mr
'Vnwman's norfraval of this
old-time method of making soap, there
are two human figures superbly drawc
Id life-like proportions, one of then
being a humble woman of the New England farm, bent by years of toil and clad

spring

can

and

of Tracy, Califoruia. "Two 25c. boxen
cured mo of an annoying case of itching
piles, which hart troubled me for years
and that yielded to no other treatment."
Sold under guarantee at F. A. Shurtleff
ifc Co.'s drug storo.

Westbrook to attend tbe sixty-fourtL
anniversary of Saccarappa Lodgo, I. 0,

with grease, fat and

We

A CALIFORNIAN'S LUCK.
"The luckiest day of my_ life was
when I bought a box of Buclclen's Arnica Salvp;" writes Charles F. Budahn

with shot guns. Mr. Hill besides beiDg a
good shot ia a fine fellow and alwayt
welcomed by the local aportsmen.
S. C. Withington has gone to Caribou
to enter the employ of W. C. Spauldinp
of that town.
Chas. Gray has moved from the renl
over the harness store to the house own
ed by the Misses Dean on High Street.

Friday

GLOVES.

NEW

TWO CLASP KID GLOVES, in all shades, fine qualities, *1.00, *1.25, *1.50.
blood purifier; the antidote for every
TWO CLASP, BRILLIANT LISLE, EXCELLENT QUALITY, LOOKS LIKE
form of bodily weakness, nervousness,
SILK, A VEKY DRESSY GLOVE, IN TANS, MODES, SLATE, BLACK
and insomnia. Sold under guarantee at
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s drug store.
AND WHITE, only 50 cents.
Price 50c.
Two clasp
TWO CLASP S1I.K in several shades, 50c, extia good quality, 75c.
lisle and cotton, good shades, 25c, 50c, 87c.
A woolen mill at North Dexter which
has been closed for a year has resumed
operations with a full crew. The mill is
under the management of the Amos Abbott Co.

Jubilee Singera on Wednesday, the 27th.
Mr. W. G. Hill waa in town Thursday
demonstrating the shooting qualities of

complete

tle

THE WORLD'S BEST CLIMATE
is not entirely free from disease, on the
high elevations fevers prevail, while on
the lower levels malaria is encountered
to a greater or less extent, according to
altitude. To overcome climate affecmalaria, jaundice,
tions, lassitude,
biliousness, fever and ague, and general
effective
most
the
remedy il
debility,
Electric Bitters, the great alterative and

evening.

readers of the Democrat will distinctly
recall this old-time custom and method
of making soap. During the year all
the refuse grease and fat were saved till
spring, and then the good housewife
had to perform one of the hardest of
the many hard tasks of her life—soap
making. Two posts or large stakes,
with natural crotches or artificial notches at the top to receive a cross stick,
were firmly inserted in the ground eight
or ten feet apart, an old iron kettle holding perhaps 12 or 15 gallons was suspended from the middle of the cross
stick, and into the kettle was placed
some of the
year's accumulation of
a
grease and fat. Near by, blocked up
foot or two from the ground, stood a
hogshead or large barrel nearly filled
with wood ashes, and into these ashee
were poured pailfuls of water brought
from the well or spring. When the
aRbes had become moistened beyond the
point of saturation, some of the lye was
drawn out through a spigot in or near
the bottom and poured into a large kettle containing the grease and fat, and
the boiling of this mixture of grease, fat
and lye for an hour or two converted
the mixture into soap. The batch of
the
soap thus produced was taken from
kettle and poured into a barrel, the ketwas

mitted almost simultaneously that tbey
made a suicide pact.

held there tbia week.
A delegation from Good Faith Lodge
attended the annual diatrict meeting of
the Rebekaha at Turner Wedneaday

pictures. The orginal of this
painting by Mr. Newman—which in the

AND

about his neck at their home near Brunswick Monday. The aged couple, because of despondency, bad threatened
to take their lives and it is supposed
from the fact that their acta were com·

Îueete

series of

GLOVES NEWS

Mr·. Isaiah Moody, aged 74, committed
auiclde by taking 21 atrjchnlne pilla and
her husband, who la two yeara ber
junior, was prevented from taking bis
own life as he was adjusting the noose

Baclcfleld.
Fryeburg.
Μη. Weill, aliter of Col. A. W. BradThe carrent number of "The Qrulte
State Magazine" contain· a fine (nil- bury, of Portland, ii ▼letting her brother
at Hotel Long.
page half-ton^ reproduction of Frye▲bont thirty member· of Good Faith
burg's well known artist, Benjamin T. Rebekah
Lodge went to Auburn aa the
Newman's, famous oil painting entitled
of Liberty Lodge of that place.
"The New England Soap Makers."
η enjoyable time waa reported.
Under the caption of "Character SketchThe road crew under Bert Paraona are
es" the magazine is to give a series Λ
the Tillage behigh-class pictures portraying some making tome repaire in districts.
the rural
phase or condition of real life, accom- fore going into
Nolty went to Portland
panied by brief descriptions of the Mra. H.to H.attend
the aeaaiona of the
pictures, and the reproduction of Mr. Tuesday
Newman's painting is the first of this Grand Chapter, 0. £. 8., of Maine, to be

I

my

tlons free.

DR. PARMENTER

One Price Clothier,

Norway,

Copyright 1908 by
Hart Schaffner & Marx

Maine.

Eye Specialist, Norway, Mc. Tel. 18-4.

I

friend.

Mrs. Davis was the widow of Stepbe;
C. Davis, who died in 1803. A woma
whose life was directed to the happines

Hiram.
John W. Hubbard and he r of her home and family. She was on
In her nativ
daughter Miss Alice of Washington, D of the best of neighbors.
she ever took
C., arrived iu Hiram last week for thei r town and its people
work of th
Lieut. John W. Hub deep interest. In the
summer vacation.
and was on
bard, who is messenger of the Unitei I grange she was prominent
Mrs.

members.
States House of Representatives, wil I of its able and influential
Their funeral was held at the Un'
join his family here after congress ad
versalist church Thursday afternour
journs.
distance to attend
On Tuesday Hon. Dean A. Ballard ο f many coming from a
and ill
the board of county commissioners me t The floral tributes were many
as the last kind rernern
onr selectmen and other citizens at th s tingly bestowed
and
friends
old neighbors
town bouse and made arrangements ti > brance from
J. H. Little of South Paris coi
expend the state fund for a state road ii ι Rev.
service. Franklin Grang<
the
East Hiram on the road from Baldwii ducted
of which Mrs. Davis was a charter mem
to Denmark, between the villages.
ber, was present in a body and perfora
been re
Dr. Charles E. Wilson
ed the burial service of the order in th
appointed as a member of the board ο f church.
health, Jacob C. Pendexcer of Soutl
Among those present from a distanc
Hiram being chairman and Llewellyn A
wore Mrs. Amanda Perham Brock c
Wadswortb, secretary.
Wakefield, Mass., Mr. Ritchie of M«r
Rev. Mr. Harbutt of Portland preacL
treal, George W. Whitman and wife r
ed in the Congregational «hurch on Sun
Norway, Julian Farrar of Portland, Rei
day.
of Freeport, Benjami
On Saturday afternoon, the 16th, th 5 H. S. Whitman
Ridlon of Paris.
base ball game was won by Hiram wit! ι Davis and George W.
a score of 7 to 0 for Smith's Mills Club
Norway Lake.
Dr. C. A. Stephens is in Boston for
ο
with
deep regret
Many will learn
few days.
the death at Westbrook, Me., of Mrs
Mrs. George Horr is stopping at C. A
Ethel (Lombard) Kimball, wife of Mi Stephens'.
John A. Kimball. Mrs. Kimball wa
Wm. Wood and wife and his sistc
the daughter of
Henry and Betse; visited at her father's, Asa Frost's, r<
(Huntress) Lombard, former resident } cently.
of Hiram. She was educated at Potter'
Mrs. Geo. Frost visited at C. I
Academy, Sebago, and was a suocessfu Boober's the 21st.
teacher until her marriage. She was ι 1
Mrs. Belle Hussey is caring for Mr:
lady of rare spirit and personal magnet C. F. Whitney.
ism, loved and respected by all wh }
Several from this place attended Mri
knew her. She leaves a husband, 1 Frank
Noyes' funeral the 10th.
a:
of
little daughter eight years
age,
Mi
cast oeinci.
throe
and
brothers,
aged father
John Lombard of Westbrook, Dr. Lore
J. 11. Bartlett's new bouse is well ut
bard of Bridgton and Mr. Everett Lom der way, with F. B. Howe carpenter.
bard or So Dago, Aie.
Mies Blanche Bartlett has returne
The bereaved family have the love am home from Boston.
sympathy of many relatives and friend 5
Mr. Elmer Cole of Washington, D. C
in Hiram, where they formerly lived.
is visiting his father and other relative
Mrs. Kimball died May 9. The fu I here.
neral services were held at her home, 6
Mr. Ezra Chamberlain has moved t
Church St., Westbrook, Me., May 12 North Rumford, and Mr. Obed Jone
Her age was about 20 years.
has moved to the Kenniston farm, whic
Mr. Harrison Scribner died at hi ! he has recently purchased.
2
2
months,
home May β, aged 71 years,
Mrs. Z. W. Bartlett is again very il
days. He was born in Waterbury. Hi She is being cared for by Miss Dingle;
Eliza
and
John
and
father
(War a hospital nurse from Portland.
mother,
ren) Scribner, moved to Hiram when h<
Maine News Notée.
He leaves ι i
was about six years of age.
wife, one daughter, Mrs. Frederick Gil
Patrick, one son, Mr. Almon Y. Scrib
A ten mile wa'k was enjoyed the othe
ner, with whom he lived, six grand
Hoeea Webster of Limestone, 8
children, and one brother, Mr. Willian ι day by
years of age. Mr. Webster, who is on
Scribner of Hiram. Mr. Scribner was
of Limestone's best citizens, took th
very industrious farmer, who took pridi >
that town to Fort Fail
in knowing that his work was well done little trip from
from choice, to visit hi
He was a worthy citizen, an excellen : field on foot,
I son, A. D. Webster, and family.
a kind and
and

REO RUNABOUT $650.
A PHENOMENAL

J

four years on the market, and
favorites. WHAT'S THE REASON?

Only

WHat's ttLe
KEO 5-passenger Touring Car,
*650. Prices f. o. b. Rum ford Falls.

Runabout,
or

write for

a

catalogue.

Reo Agent for Oxford County,

Rumford Falls, Maine.

the next three months as has been madi
in the last three the town will soon b
as large as ever, so far as number am
size of buildinge is concerned.

Oxford.
t^MAXWELL Agent for a part of the County.
George Oliver Robinson, formers
of Cambridge, Mass., a native of Oxford
died at East Oxford, Sunday, May 17
The Maine delegates to the Republics
aged 87 years. Funeral services won ) national convention have unanimousl
YOU ARE THINKING OF
held Wednesday at his late residence
* BUYING A
Ex-Governor John F. Hill ο
Rev. Frederic Newport officiating. H< re-elected
[
Augusta as the Maine member of the Re
was carried to Cambridge, which foi
Th
National Committee.
many years bad been hie home, foi publican
will have a private ca
burial. He leaves a daughter, Mrs. Geo Maine delegation
for their trip to the Chicago convention
Wilder.
Another season, learn what the
at the Auditorium Hotel
and will

I |F

New Incubator

Pythian Assembly.

The school in the Webber District wil
have a flag raising Friday. The schoo!
here and the W. R. C. are invited. Tb<
flag was presented by the Corps, t(
whom it was given by Harry Goodyear
The Brotherhood of St. Paul bad's
on Friday evening with invited

banquet
guests. They had cold meats, salads
cake, pastry, strawberries, ice cream
oranges and bananas.

,

Sumner.
Martha McPherson is working for Mrs
W. L. Dyer.
O. L. Yarney attended the Grand
Lodge of Knights of Pythias in Portland
last week.
Leland Andrews, wife and son, visited
at H. R. Robinson1· in Peru
C. F. Silver is visiting friends in An
burn.
W. E. Bowker and wife visited relatives in West Peru last Sunday.
Aubrey Dyer of Norway and lady
friend of Massachusetts are visiting at

Sunday.

Julian and

Lynn Dyer's.

North Parla.
Mrs. M. S. Bubler la carrying the
cream to Buckfleld.
Etta Hollis has had an operation upon
her ears and also eight teeth taken out.
Mrs. Collins Libby and little son of
Minot visited her sister, Mrs. C. A.
Churchill, and family, a few days recent-

ly-

Charles Cotton is moving into the place
vaoated bj Ernest Mason and family.

see 2

4-passenger
Gentleman's Roadster, $1,000.
Come here at my expense and have a demonstration

JOHN E. STEPHENS,

husband
genia
father,
friend and neighbor. Tbe funeral wa 1
Biddeford Journal: It was remarko
held at his home Saturday afternoon recently by a Saco man who is familia
May 9, attended by the Rev. Mr. El with the conditions, that if Old Orchan
makes as much progress in building ii
dridge of Cornish Methodist church.

Mrs. Geo. Cash and Mrs. Charlet
Bumpus went to Portland to attend th< 1

among the foremost

reason ?

Come liere and.

j

1

now

WINNER OF MORE THAN «0 CUPS, MEDALS AND TROPHIES
HOLDER OF
OVER CARS COSTING DO! BLE THE MONEY.
OUT OF
PENALIZED
THE NATIONAL ECONOMY TROPHY.
GOOD
MAKING
ABOVE
ALL,
OTHER CONTESTS, AND,
PRACTICAL
DAY
IN
EVERY
PROMISES
THESE GOLDEN
PERFORMANCES.

I

Mr.

SUCCESS.

stop

COMPOUNDS

Professor Leslie A. Lee of Bowdoii
died Wednesday morniog at the Maim
General Hospital in Portland, after ai I
I
this year before
operation for an intestinal trouble. Hi ι have done
was professor of biology in Bowdoin
: W.
and was one of the most eminent edu
cators and scientists of the state. Hi
SOUTlt PARIS, ΠΕ.
was chairman of the state topographical
120
One
egg Model for sale, 112.00. ι:ι χ
he
survey commission. In the college
was a very popular member of the
NOTICE.
she
faoulty. His age was 55 years.
The subscriber hereby frlvee notice that
administratrix of the
been
ha«
appointai
οι
duly
Burglars made a successful raid
estate of
the post office at Van Buren, earl]
IRENE ABBOTT, late of I'arln.
1
of Oxford, deceased, and given
Thursday morning, securing postagi In the County
» bonds as the law directs. All persons having
and
1201
worth
$1000
to
be
said
stamps
demands against the estate of said deceased
in money. The safe was blown open, are desired to present the same for settlement,
the valuables secured and the cracksmei 1 and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
with payment Immediately.
got away without interference and
NANCY T. PARKER.
May 19th, 1908.
out leaving any tangible clue. It is be
it
lieved they crossed the St. John River
none·.
a boat -and are in biding on the New
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be ha·
of the
formt
been dnly appointed administrator
Brunswick side. The river, which
*
the international boundary line, Is with estate of
of
Buckfleld,
late
BRIDQHAM,
WILLIAM P.
in 1000 yards of the post office.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. AU persons having
Personal.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
J. H. Barrows of Bethel has been ap<
May 19th, 1908. ROSWBLL C. BRADFORD.
Cobb.
Governor
trial
by
justice
pointed
NOTICE.
he |
The subscriber hereby gives notice that
VALUED SAME AS GOLD.
has been duly appointed executor of Use
of
testament
and
of
Cedai
will
last
B. G. Stewart, a merchant
! ELKANOR WHITMAN, late of Woodstock, j
View, Miss., says: "I tell my custom- In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Dr.
of
box
a
Kiog'a bonds as the law directs. All persons having
ers when they buy
the estate of said deceased are
New Life Pills they get the worth ol demandstoagainst the same for settlement, and
desired
preeent
that much gold in weight, if afflioted all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay·
with constipation, materia or bilious- ment Immediately.
GEORGE LEON CU9HMAN.
ness." Sold nnder guarantee at 7. A.
May 19th, IflM.
Shartlsff Λ Co.'s drag store. 2δο.

:

buying.

C. THAYER, Agent,

ATTENTION.

New Plaid

Ginghams,
Best

styles yet 121-2,15,25c.

New 36 inch Percales,
All colors, 10 and 121-2C.

New Lawns,
Side Bands and All Over effects,

121-2

New Printed Silk Tissue,

25c

higher.

None

and 17c.

Quality

for 19c.

A Fine Line of White Goods and Laces for
graduating dresses. Call and see them.
Yours

Sincerely,

S. B. & Z. S. PRINCE
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

CASTOR IA

For Infants and Children,

TliJUad You Ηινιλίνιμ Bought

oiture

SJ&

//f?

"

Canadian Jubilee Singer· at New Hall
this Mondaj evening.

flemocrat

ïbe ΦχΐστΑ

Mr. Walter Blake of Gret-nwood was
town Saturday and Sunday.

SOUTH PARIS.

Mrs. Merriaai of Norway vieited lier
sister, Mrs. Ellen Curtis, Saturday.

for the bv gone -tay
Tti«J ni»n who
Waen a barefwt boy be ran,
who use«l to say
1* the <iiue oM boy
!**
Gee. 1 wish I w'a« a man
—Chicago New».

McArdle has
Angusta.
F.

J.

fr·

>m

mon.

Mies Eva Dresser of Harrison was the
guest of her friend, Iza Marshall, last
week.

of Bucktield
Mr. and Mm. F. K. Dyer
last Wednesday.
were at South Paris

Miss Grace Dunham of West Taris is
ijl at Mrs. John Wight's with the
measles.

of Weymouth,
Mi·** Harriette Harris
at Κ. X. Hall's last
Miss was a guest
J. 11. Bean and George A. Briggs left
week.
of Rumford Monday morning for a few days' tisbing
Kalph Γ. Parker, Esi|
at Mason.
was at South Paris a few days
p..
Mr. Josiah Heath of Gilead has been a
last week.
<
Clark was a guest of Sumner recent guest of his nephew, George D.
f.
last week, and inci- Robertson.
fr.'-a is a few days
E. P. Parlin of Wilton, a former South
tal'y diJ a little fishing.
Miss Grace Paris druggist, wan a Sunday guest at
Mrs J. J. Erneley and
Wm.
Blake's.
last
week
to Boston
; 4\,<r m idea trip
each brought
e result of the trip,
Misses Jessie Jackson and Mina Gree\,

dug.
ley. who attend Paris High School, are
G. Fletcher and Mrs. George sick with the measles.
of the
F Κ isTman attended the meeting
Any trusty boy wishing a job of drivI dgeof Maine, Pythian Sisters, ing cows this summer would do well
,·
week.
to call on Swasey Burnell.
i l'c rt'and last
is a fair prospect of having
Mr. Addison W. Bryant of Locke's
ins for Memorial Day this Mills
si
,·
recently visited Mrs. Bryant, who
Dad is with
iNt year there were none.
I
»r.
her sister, Mrs. John Murphy.
>
ahead
was
! that this season
r■·.»:
%
j Misses Leona D.
Stuart, Katherine
f iast _>ear?
Morton and Eva Swett visitt-d in Brunsthis place at-1 wick
r, imber from
Saturday, attending the track meet.
'iristian Endeavor and Sun
·'.·■
The central of the Citizens' Telephone
>
,i»»l conventions at Bethel and
T. will be closed Saturday and Sunday,
ty convention of the W. C.
except on the regular Sunday hours, to
at '.iickfield last week.
10 Λ. m. and 6 to 7 P. u.
τ· -pd letters in South Paris post
\
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R Elder of
May :
Maiden, Mass., are here for a few days,
1.1 M. Cle*by.
>1
making arrangements to get their house
Mr« Il C. AMrlcb.
here ready for their summer stay.
Μ ■* Κ I.ai>i>tn.
h· me

a

new

Mr- II

j

it. Barter.

w

lot of blocks made
house on Wheeler
; ·· r cement
»nd the house is underway.
·>·-·■■·,
\
>
Hemmiogway has purchased a
tbe same street, and expects to
i on it next season.
b
■

'V

>

Craig have

λ

a

I

j

»

b it
tted

slightly.

so

years,
that the tank has set-

M (.reelev has smn oh

iarm oa

Oar resi-tree" to three Finns.
!,··.·* f r! at nationality will soon own a
town
of
the
end
north
the
l u.··· ; irt of
has
Mr.
at the present rate

Greeley
Bridg-

t the farm of Mrs. John L.
b
latn in Κ »st Oxford.

ind Mrs. H. A. Hilton left town
Mr. Ililto% goes to Bingham.
•he
inity of which place he will be
f ; a η nth on a combined business and
j.Vis ire trip. Mrs. Eliltoo, after visitfriends in Portland for a while, will
i:
ra .it Bingham.
They will return
Paris about the first of July.
t >
M

1

!.»>·

Kev. J. Wallace Chesbro, pastor of the
-t church, begins a series of Sunsermons next Sunday on
·.■.· tu·«ruifiir
I. ·ν> Fundamentals:
Mt. :'*t—Truth.
in.
.'.··■

ii··
···■

Ttn— PurttV.

Itch—Helpfulness.
"-t— I.ltH'rtv.
:>th—KtvlunuN-e.

Dayton Bolster was given a pleases
irprise party on the occasion of his
i r
lay last Friday, under the auspice
the Flinch club composed of six
!a ;es of which Mrs. Bolster is a memr.
The husbands were invited to an
appetizing supper prepared by the
: td.es, and the evening was pleasantly
\

<

spent.

Assessor George II. Davis and assisthave been at work the past few
days on the west border of Moore Park.
This was plowed last year and allowed
to lie over to get in condition to work
this spring. It has now been rake I out,
graded and seeded, and the result is a
great improvement in the appearance of
the park.
ints

Rev. J. W. Chesbro and Fred W. Bonaccompanied by "Divid Jubb of
Mass
started Friday morning
f r a fishing trip to the lakes, driving to
Bii'-kfield and taking the train there for
li 'tnis. At Buckfield they were joined
1
Kev. II. S. Pinkham of Soraerville,
M i>s and a friend. They will be gone
.i week or more.

n<*v,
\ Inns,

The Paris B

tkery,

II. W. Millier pro-

prietor. is now doing businens in the
t
ms formerly occupied by the laundry

Block. The first batch of
hi Dav s
bread was taken out Thursday aftero
'3—107 loaves at one baking, done to
A good modern
a turn, every loaf alike.
ν.·η has been put in, of a capacity which
be judged from the above. John
iv
Hives, formerly in the bakery business
a' \ irway, works for Mr. IIillier, and
Mi's (,enie Winslow tends the shop.
■

There has been on exhibition for the
1'Λ»· few days in the store of J. F. Plummet a lesk made by Frank S. Pike which
i« a remarkable piece of work. It is a
Ji
; desk of hard wood, with a tier
of drawers on one side and a door on the
ft -r behind which are spaces for a set
Ν ks and two shallow drawers. It is
a ·!··.'*
well made and finished in all
part ilars. There is nothing especially
strik ng about it as compared with other
d· «κ- aside from the fact that Mr. Pike,
as
ir„'e part of our readers know, is
With that taken into
entirely blind.
a
unt, it is really a wonderful piece of
wurk.
J
liurbank has employed his spare
time (hiring the winter in building a
power boar, which he will take to the
Ma«hnre this summer. H is now in hie
W'>rk sb«p here. an<l ie practically done
ex ept fur paint and finish.
It is 18 1-2
feet long, will carry ten people com·
fertably, and is fitted with a .5 1-2 horse
power engine. All the wood of the boat,
ex ·*;■' the inside sheathing and fl >or, is
of oak, and to a landlubber at least it
lo >ks like a haudsome and well built
craft
Mr. Burbank has done all the
* rk
>n it, including t>he making of tbe
patterns, the steaming, bending, etc., in
his shop.
x

A recent number of the Portland Sun-

day Telegram has an interesting interv.e* with Sylvan Shurtleff of that city,

former ν of South Paris and well known
here. Sir. Shurtleff, now in his eightieth
year, is one of the oldest, if not the very
oldest, of the men who have been in
active business in Portland. He went to
that city in 18Ô2, and has been a resident
"f it and doing business there most of
the rime since. His memory runs back
to the time of the second election of
Jackson in ls:',4, and it is doubtful if
another man can now be found who has
»" good a recollection of the men and
finies in Portland sixty years or so since.
His reminiscences of the earlier days are
very interesting, particularly to the people ef Portland. One striking fact about
Mr Mmrtlert and one which it would be
hani to parallel, is that since 1849, whem
he was 21 years of age, he has never
failed to attend every town, state and
national election in the town in which he
was living at the time.
Work is now in progress on the Norway Water Co.'s new reservoir near J.
H. ("lark's. This reservoir is on a piece
of land bought of Mr. Clark last year,
at the same
height as the company's reservoir on Pike Hill. It will be oval in
of
a
form,
capacity of a million gallons,
built in the hard pan, with puddled
banks. From the reservoir there will be
a few hundred feet of ten-inch
pipe, and
then an eight inch pipe coming by way
of the road to connect with the company's eight-inch main at Market Square.
Where the pipe crosses the little Androscoggin there is now a six-inch pipe,
and instead of taking this
uiyinother of
the same size will be laid bHide it, the
two giving a little more
opacity than
'he eight-inch
pipe. When this work is
completed the storage capacity of the
company'» plant will be largely increased, and they will bave a reservoir
at each end of their main
pipe. The
work is done by contract by John E.
l'almer of Bos on. a former Bridgton
n'an.
I), s. Bell of Boston is fc reman on
the work. A crew of
twenty or twentyfive Italian*, for whom quarters have
been built near Mr. Clark's, arrived
Tuesday and have been at work digging
for the pipe line. The excavation for
'he reservoir has been
delayed on account of the wetness of the ground, but
is
expected to proceed with good speed
BOW.

On account of the Canadian Jubilee

Secretary.

Republican Representative
The Republican voters of

Caucus.

the class
towns of Paris, Buckiield and Milton are
notified to meet at New Hall, South

Paris, Maine, Thursday, May 28th, 1908,
2:15 o'clock r. m.
To nominate a representative to the
legislature to be supported at the coming state election, Sept. 14, 1908.
Per order,
N. Dayton Bolster. Paris,
) ni.frI„t
Bitkfiei.d, > r
Coi.k.
Ε.
Ακτηγκ
)
Gkohok E. Bkown, Milton.
Sovtu Paris, May 18, 1908.

at

Canton Delegates.

Republican caucus at Canton
Saturday. Asia Hayford and Ellis Delano
At

a

to the county
were chosen delegates
convention.
They were instructed to
v#te for Fred R. Dyer for county attorfor county
ney, and Henry D. Hammond
commissioner.
Hebron Wins.

Hebron
Academy won the interscholastic track meet at Brunswick Saturday. with 43 points against 31 for Portland High, its nearest competitor.
Hebron got points in ten out of thirteen events.

Decoration Day

Closing.

The stores, bank and other business
all day
places of South Paris will close
Saturday, May 30th, and open Friday

evening.

Sufferers who say they have tried
the peoeverything without benefit are
want them
ple we are looking for. We that
Ely's
to know from glad experience

in the
Cream Balm will conquer Cold
Head, Hay Fever, and obstinate forma
This remedy acts
of Nasal Catarrh.
membranes.
on the inHamed, sensitive
One
Cleansing, soothing and healing.
its healing
of
trial will convince yon
AU druggists, or
Price 50c.
power.
Bros., 56 Warren St, New

mailed by Ely
I York.

Er»ry Woman Will B« Interested.

BLUE STORES.

Day Observance

Memorial

usually necessitates the purchasing
Clothing or Furniehinge.

of

something

As Our Stores Close for the
purchasing

it will be necessary for you to do your

new

Day

before that

of

day.

Friday Evening,

Our Stores will be open

If 70a have pains Id the back, Urlnair, Βla<l
der or Kidney trouble, and want a certain, pleas therein named.
A delegation from Pennesseewassec ant herb care for woman's Ills, try Mothei
JOHN F. RICE, late of Norway, deceased;
It U a safe anc
Lodge, No. 18, K. of P., and several Gray'· Amtnllân-Lrar.
will and petition for probate thereof presented
Whether it be a
and we are anxious to supply your needs.
members from tbe Sisterhood attended never-falling regulator. At DruKgleta or by mal by Eugene F. Smith, the
executor therein named.
Address
cent*.
Sample package FBBK.
service SO
memorial
of
P.
tbe
K.
T.
Le
Ν.
M.
The
EUNICE
Co..
Gray
Boy,
Mottter
P. H. s.
EUNICE M. THORNE otherwise
Sunday at South Paris. They report a
CASWELL, late of Paris, deceased; will and
K.
R. B.H. P.O. Α.
A B.
5
petition for probate thereof presented by Albert
11 very interesting sermon by Rev. H. H.
5
10
CurtU, 3 b
▲ Certain Cure for Aeh(p| Feet.
D. Thome, the executor therein named.
3
12
4
10
Raweon, a.s
Hoyt of Hiram. Tbe delegation were
Shake Into your shoes Allen's foot-Sue, a
1
2
12
4
4
O.Clark, c
CLARA O. FOSTER, late of Pari·, deceased;
Hamlin Lodge of South Paris.
It cures Tired, Aching, Callous, Sweat
0
2 invited by
0
4
1
7
Gitee.lb
(, Swollen feet. At all Druggists and Shoe will and petition for probate thereof presents!
A crew bas been at work on the line of
0
0
3
4
0
4
L. Clark, ρ
the executor therein
Lucien W. Foster,
S
Allen
by
Free.
25c.
Stores,
Address,
Sample
0
1 the
0
1
4
0
Barrow*, c.f
You are sure of CORRECT STYLES and SATISNorway and Paris Street Railway Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν. Y.
named.
2
2
1
2
10
of
tbe
Cutting, 2 b
The
week.
the
leveling
0
1 during
0
0
0
..4
STLVANIA PERHAM, late of Woodstock,
Eaeeon, r.f
FACTORY
PRICES. WE GUARANTEE SATIS0 road bed greatly improves tbe road.
0
2
3
1
4
deceased: w.ll and petition for probate thereof
Wlthm, LI
Born.
Arbor Day was very properly observed
FACTION.
presented by Ronellu C. Davis, the executor
11
5
5
34
12
35
therein named.
Totale,
Brownfleld, president.
by many of Norway's citizens this year.
Veit would be
If the day be warm a Straw Hat and a
Β. H. S.
The programme was as follows:
M4RY ANN WARREN, lati of Hebron, deSeveral trees were set out in tbe school
In South Paris, May 21, to the wife of Edward
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof
Β.Η. ΙΌ. Α. Ε.
Α.Β. Κ
the various classes. Members L. Greene, a son.
WEDNESDAY MORNING.
show.
line
to
yard
by
a
nice
two
We
have
articles
should
have.
the
executor
0
you
0
0
2
2
In Llvermore Fall*, May 18, to the wife ol presented by .James A. Flanders,
5
Merrll', c.f.
Gibson's
of the high school visited
10.45. Devotional Service
therein named.
0
0
0
Charles A. Allen, of South Paris, a daughter.
1
2
5
Κ. Moynlhaui, 3 b
led by .Ml»» Georgia Dean, Buckfield.
In Hartford, April 26, to the wife of Howard
5
2
1110 Grove, while members of the grammar
β.β
Hrldgham,
of
late
JUram,
W.
(
emTj er to ο all οία us.
LUSANNA
HURRARD,
to
order.
called
11Λ0.
'onventlon
0
1
a son.
0
5
2
15
Smith, ρ
grade visited South Paris and defeated a Hannon,
will and codicil thereto with petition
Roll Call.
0
Ο
13
1
In Denmark, May 18, to the wife of Ellis Blake, deceased;
1
5
c
Llbby,
B. Pike,
same grade in Paris 10 to
John
the
nine
from
for
thereof
of
Committees.
by
presented
probate
Appointment
0
10
12
a daughter.
5
Hou.'Uhr, l.f
the executor therein named.
A dure*» of Welcome,
The members of tbe grammar school
0
110 9.
In Kezar Falls, May 13, to the wife of Herbert
2
S
R. Moynlbam, r.f
Mrs. Theresa W. Pottle, Bnckfleld.
0 returned
0
0
0
lo
with the vic- Smith, a daughter.
3
March, 1-b
CHARLES W. PARTRIDGE, late of Norgreatly
pleased
Response,
1
13
In Mexico, May 17, to the wife of B. W. Good- way, deceased; will ami petition for probate
12
4
2 b
Mrs. Anna W. White, West Parle. Tooker,
tory.
win. a daughter.
thereof presented by James L. Partridge, the eoutli Parie
Norway
12 ου Noontide Prayer.
Parie
of
West
Lane
Howard
Mrs. C.
2
21
In Mexico, May 19, to the wife of Clyde Pat- executor therein named.
10
11
27
42
Totale,
Rep irt of Corresponding Secretary and
was tbe guest of her brother, C. H. terson, a son.
Treasurer.
Score by Inning».
delate
of
R.
DANIEL
KEENE,
Sumner,
In Kumford Falls, May 17, to the wife of Harry
Adams, the past week.
13:30. Adjournment.
ceased ; petlt'on for allowance out of personal
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9-Total.
Dunton, a eon.
Frank Moore who was called home by
In Bumford Falls, May 20, to the wife of estate presented by Rebecca C. Keene, widow.
1'. A. SarilTLEFF * CO.
P. A. SHURTIiEFF <fc CO.
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 0—10
Β. TT. S.,
the death of his sister Annie returned Arthur Cobb, a daughter.
P. H. S
1 0000004 0-5
EDMUND T. MAINS, late of Rethel, de1:15. Executive Committee Meeting.
tbe first of tbe week.
ceased ; ilnal account presented for allowance by
2:00. Prayer.
Two-base-hlU, E. Moynlham. Flret ba«c on
I. Hastings (lean, trustee.
Minutes of Morning Session.
Woodbury M. Russell and his brother,
hall*. offC'Urk 0; off Smith 2. Struck out, by
Married.
of
Committee.
Executive
Report
Clark 3; by Smith 13. Double plays, Curtle un· Gilbert A. Russell, have gone to Clark
R. H. BURNHAM, lite of Dlxfleld, deeeasel:
President's Address.
»eeUte<l. lilt by pltcheil ball, March. Umpires,
flnal account presented for allowance by Ruel
months on
I City to work for the summer
Music.
ntcomb an<l Knight. Scorer, Maxim.
M.
Burnham, administrator.
A.
W.
Rev.
In
Pott'e,
20,
Buckfleld,
two
May
by
mill building. Clark City is some
and Miss Mae Etbel Foster,
Mr. Fred A.
Symposium—Education that Educates,
CANDICE ROU ERS, lite of Hebron, «inhundred miles from Quebec down the both of BuckCooper
SOUTH J'ARIS »; NORWAY 7.
a How Shill we Interest Teachers In S. T.
Held.
ceased ; final account presented for albwance by
I Work?
Mrs. Ο. M. Mason, Bethel,
In West Parte, May 16, by Ο. K. Tales, Efq
St. Lawrence river.
El'en W. Steteon, administratrix.
In the longest and most exciting game
b Home Influence and Training,
Dr. W. K. Oakes of Auburn was called Mr. Ernest W. Cole anil Miss Ituth Berryment,
Mr*. Lester West, South Paris, rhat has been
both
of
Greenwood.
BEULAH A. GENTLEMAN of Porter, ward;
at the fair grounds to attend Dr. B. F.
for
blood
played
Bradbury
How cm we Enforce the Law Requiring
In Norway, May 16, by Rev. S. G. Davie, Mr
c
flret account prc«ente<l for allowance by Ruth A.
Γογ several years, South Paris defeated
BradDr.
Mise
week.
of
the
anil
first
M'llctt
of
Woodstock
S. T. 1. Teaching,
the
AKrcr
Gentleman, guardian.
Irving
poison
Mrs. Alice R. l>anforth, Norway. Norway Saturday afternoon by a score of
Ella Buswell of Norway.
bury received a slight bruise while Florence
THELMA A. ANDREWS anil THEKROL R.
In ltumford Falls,
19. by Rev. G. B. HanReports of Local Unions by the Presi- t to 7, it taking thirteen hard fought infrom his carriage, and about n«fonl, Mr. Roscoe E.May
alighting
dents.
on
Barrett ami Mise Eva B. ANDREWS of Stow, minor heir· of Albeit G.
nings to decide the winner. The game the same time a cut on the finger tip Proctor, both of Dlxfleld.
Andrews, deceased; petition for license to eell
Reports of Superintendents.
E.
real
cetatc
and
by
Margaret
Hanwas a combination of all kinds of ball wh'le
convey
B.
presented
Rev.
G.
4 :1.Y Children's Hour, Address by
In
Rnmford
Falls,
If,
May
by
performing an operation. The two naford, Mr. Bert Scrlbner
and Miss Addle Vir- Andrew», guardian.
Rev. L. Alfreda Brewater. Portland.
playing, some fine plays being pulled off injuries resulted in a very serious condi- gin,
Introduction of Pastors and Visitors.
both of Rumford Falls.
ELISHA C. GILMAN, late of Paris, deceased ;
and
inexcusatnd
also
some
very
stupid
action.
tion which demanded prompt
Announcements and Ailjournment.
account presented for allowance by James S.
jle errors. A .more difficult game to The doctor is doing well.
WEDNESDAY EVENING.
Wright, executor.
Died.
jrapire is seldom played and Richardson
Ebenezer Bragdon of Sumner was in
ADDISON E. HERR1CK, Judge of eald Court.
leserves great praise for the manner in the
court Tuesday to answer
\ true copy—Attest :
municipal
7:30. Script jre Reading and Pra er.
which he did his work.
In Hiram, May 6, Harrison Scrlbner, aged 71
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
false
of
to
an
by
cheating
allegation
Mu«lc.
The fielding features were contributed |
Ho years.
pretenses on Merritt F. Damon.
Add res·, Mre. Gertrude Stevens l.eavltt
In Gorhatn, Ν. II., May 15, Mrs. S. K. Bennett,
Ford
did
and
Wilson
Libby.
jy Lane,
was bound over to await the action of aired 62 years.
Rev. L. Alfreds Brtw-ter.
Address,
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
I iome fast work when trying for double
In Canton, May 16, Mrs. Ruth Keene, aged
OflTeHnit.
the grand jury and in default of $100
In the matter of
)
Music.
five
of
the
in
three
year*.
and
took
)lays,
part
| bail was sent to jail.
ALBERT B. SPENCER,
In Bryant's Pond, May 19, Miss Sylvanla Per·
} In Bankruptcy.
Bene· 1 let Ion.
; louble plays made by the Paris team.
In this lot you will find
....
A fire alarm was sounded on Wednes- ham, aged 84 years.
Bankrupt. )
THURSDAY MORNING.
!e also scored a run on each of his first
In Bryant's Pond, May 19, Mrs. Martha E. To the Hon. clakf.nce Ηλι ε, Judge of the Disfire
a
forest
for
to
extinguish
help
day
PERFUMES, DOLLS. BOOKS.
GOODS
TOILET
the
21
States
for
District
10
dajrs.
9:00. devotional Meeting,
Pike of Norway |
months,
j our times at the bat.
trict Court of the United
aged 77 year*,
easterly of Pleasant Street. It started Davis,
In Norway, Mav 16. Mrs. Rose Noyes, aged 27
led l>v Rev. L. Alfreda Brew-ter.
of Maine:
LEATHER GOODS, CIGARS, PATENT MEDIlid some fine batting, making two sin- on the Blake
on Pleasant Street. years, 2 months, 3
In
the
of
B.
9:40. Convention called to order.
place
SPENCER,
Rumford,
days.
Ois other three Some
MEMORANDUM
! gles and two doubles.
In East Oxford, Mav 17, Hon. George O. Rob
BEARS,
Reading Minutée.
CINES. TEDDY
County of Oxford^nd State of Maine,
twenty men responded and soon
In said District, respectfully represents that on
lnson, aged 87 years, 2 months, 4 days.
Rep >rte of <,u|K*rlnt»n<lente—rontlnuc<l. ) imes at the bat he drove the ball on a |
and many other
fire out.
the
SUPPLIES,
SCHOOL
put
BOOKS,
In Rumford Fa'.le, May 15, Henry W. Sweeney, the 8th day of December, 1906, he was duly
Report of Credential Committee.
ine to Wilson. The score:
The pair of black horses of 0. M. J aged 28 years.
adj udged bankrupt under the Acta of Congress reMusic.
too numerous to mention.
articles
he
has duly surrenlating to Bankruptcy; that
Cummings, purchased some few weeks
SOUTH PARIS.
10 00. Ε'ectlon of officers.
dered all his property and lights of property,
sioce, have attracted much attention as
Λ.Β. R. B.H. P.O. A.
Appointment of Superintendents.
and has fully complied with all the requirements
this secin
horses
®
the
best
1
We have gone through the stock at our other store and picked
driving
7
Reports of Superintendents—continued. ] 'arlio, c.f.
of
Court touching
of said Acte and of the orders
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5
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3
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learce. β.β, c
M unie.
hie bankruptcy.
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of at this time.
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he
be
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*onl, 2-b..^
Wherefore he prays, That
may
many articles to
in the stall. It is a
11:30 Memorial «ervlce,
0 the pair broke its leg
1116
4
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
conducted by Mrs. E. W. Chandler, Bethel. ; lole, ρ l.f
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the
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Mr.
5
loss
Yours
under
said
his
estate
Cummings
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great
debts provable against
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12 hx>. Noontide Prayer.
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V. Pike, C-, βί
is valuable.
Acts, except such debts as are exThe Star In the East and Our Literature.
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r.t
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,111e,
from
discharge.
cepted by
Mise Flora S. Dunton, Portland.
Landlord Woodman and Editor San0
14
0
S
0
4
lebbard. 1-b
Dated this 2nd day of Ajtrll, A. D. 1908.
Announcements and Adjournment.
1
3
born have been at Sugar Island, Moosewith
ο
ο
&
A L BERT B. SPENCER, Bankrupt.
(rig#*, S-b
THURSDAY AFTERNOON.
head Lake, fishing.
ORDER OF NOTICE TIIEREOI.
0
·Γ>
8
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β
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Totale,
Sewof
the
Universalist
1 -30. Praver.
The members
District ok Maine, ss.
Report of Committee on Resolutions.
NORWAY.
ing Circle met with Mrs. Frank H. Beck
On this 23rd day of May, A. D. 1908, on readUnllnlshed Business.
A Β. R. B.H. P O. A. B.
afterOn
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tng the foregoing petition, It Is
evening.
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with
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Η. Ρ Brown, the "milkman," on TuesInterest, may appear at the said time and place,
iVest Paris.
OS MONEY REFUNDED.
4
t'ait, c.f
ami show cause, If any they have, why the
at the head of Main Street had some
<"or. Sec.—Mrs. Emma W. Chandler, Bethel.
day,
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
Rec. Sec —Mrs. Olive M. Mason, Bethel.
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Witness
the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of
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Assets
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0
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0
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15000001
iorway, .....0
Real Estate,
$ 59,160 00 the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
To whom it may concern—and it conthe damage was small.
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Two base hit», I. Pike 2;
Karne«l run», 0.
00 In said District, on the 23rd day of May, A. D.
035,113
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cerns all who are atHicted with rheumaortlan.
Sacrifice hit·, .Ionian, Wilson. Cole.
Capt. John W. Nash is at the Rangeley Collateral Loans
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Samuel H. Hayden has returned to Cash In Office and Bank,
pensive remedy. I have used
Double plays. Price to
'arlo 13; Norway 11.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.
50 284 60
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Hayden surely
We have them in
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we are selling for $2.50.
:ime. Take one-half teaspoon of cream
Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge, No. 58,
Umpire, Rlchanlson. Scorer, Thayer.
Grose Assets,
$1,961,87819
Paris, Maine, May 21, 1008.
I. 0. O. F., on Friday evening, June 5, Deduct Items not admitted,
:artar, and the same of common baking
97
96,379
The annual meeting of the stockholdtoda—not baking powder—and one-half iORWAY H. S. 4; MC. FALLS H. S. 3. will bave a roll call, work and refreshfor
Admitted Aasets
$1,865,498 22 ers of the Paris Hill Water Company
ments.
:up of hot water, and when done foamthe election of officers, and the transAt the fair grounds Saturday just beLiabilities Dec. 31,19u7.
ng down with it, night and morning,
« A delegation of about thirty from the Net
$ 16151183 action of any other business that may
Unpaid Losses,
ind when you feel the benefit from it 1 ore the Norway-Paris game Norway Y. P. C. U. attended the meeting at Unearned Premiums,
919,76188
come before said meeting, will
' Iigh School defeated Mechanic Falls
A11 other Liabilities
208,530 33 properly
Mechanic Falls last Sunday.
itop twitting me of having lived in vain.
Ou be held at the Hubbard House, Paris,
in
a
1
School
30υ,000
Cash
it?
very
interesting
was
Iigh
game.
Capital
No
Mr. Woodford of New York
Preecott Pratt of Paris for entering
18
275.664
Maine, on Saturday, June 13, 1008, at S
Surplus over all Liabilities
Three styles. They are solid in every part and are worth
bonder that I thought it might be
South Paris Grammar School team the Smith place in Oxford was fined in
P. M.
o'clock,
a resemblance in
22
in
deis
such
Liabilities
and
and
there
Total
$1,865,498
costs,
Surplus,
Jprague,
rent to Parie Hill Saturday forenoon the municipal court $5
the
Clerk.
U.
H.
21
23
HEALD,
price. Let us say, and we can prove it, that they are as
ISAAC B. MCALLISTER, Agent, Lovell, Me.
:he sound.
,nd defeated a team which played under fault of payment sent to jail for ten days.
I notice that the patrons of the Turner he name of Paris Hill by a score of 22 Fred C. Lovering for breaking and entergood as any $2.50 shoes on the market, and better lhan any
to
Jenter Creamery Association have quite ο 3.
Paris il ill was short of ball play· ing and larceny was held in the sum of Π
that we have ever seen. What we have said in
L
i.
long string of questions to answer on irs at the time and a number of the 1200 for the grand jury. Thomas Lesby
We
can save you money
stock.
whole
to
our
these
ihat chart—or whatever it may be called ] iigh school boys who went up to see the for vagrancy, 15 days in jail.
applies
—which the ordained powers that be ;ame were allowed to play for them,
Call and see us.
on all kinds of footwear.
Dry goods, clothing, shoe and millinery
not
those
are
If
liave sent forth.
j jowell, the South Paris pitcher, did stores will be open Friday evening, May
list
and
30.
variety—the
snough—plenty
( xcellent work,
striking out fourteen 29, and closed all day Saturday, May
night be extended thus:
uen, while Strout was only able to reoak tanned stock, all hand stitched harI can sell you a
Summary of the May Court.
Do you eat onions before milking?
j ire three of the South Paris batters on
Raw?
line of our
a
trikes.
I
During the May term of Supreme
ness of our own make for $20.
Stewed?
Judicial Court at Rumford Falls, which
I also carry a full line
The followers of the game in this
make of single and double harness.
Fried?
on Wednesday and adbusiness
Tolopliono 110-8.
to learn of the opened
Do you chew burnt coffee to tone 1 icinity are much pleased
of machine stitched harness from $10 to $20.
journed Saturday, 74 cases went off the
« uccess of Charles Hayes, who has for
a large amount of
iown exhalations?
docket,
representing
he past several seasons been one of the
What brand?
business done in a short term. FiftyPROP. OF THE TUCKER
Qost popular players on the Norway
I UUW Arc All iur loan j pi ai kitai vjuoothree new cases were entered.
HARNESS STORE,
has
in
He
succeeded
ball
team.
iase
tions that occur at the present sitting,
The only casein which a verdict was
ind they come by inspiration. Excuse aaking a place on the fast semi-profes- returned by consideration of the jury
OX Main St.· Norway, Malno.
I do sometimes just for ional team at South Framingham, was that of C. B. Cummings & Sons of
me if I laugh.
he is employed. When he
where
lass.,
health
is
a
of
It
health.
promoter
Bridggreat
Norway vs. Andrew B. Jordan
iae had a chance to make some of his
»nd flesh former. Have made a personal
ton. This was an action for deceit in
which he has often pulled
ircus
catches,
to
is
in
know.
It
and
of
timberland
lot
a
superior
the purchase of
application
iff at the fairgrounds, and throws to the
New Gloucester, purchased through the
peanut butter, and peanut butter is a
a runner from scoring,
:lose second. When in need of spring date to prevent
defendant. The verdict was for plainie will, no doubt, be as popular in South
Barnes for plaintiffs;
ind summer information, come, or send!
tiffs, $535.33.
His
as
in
home
town.
his
IVe keep it in stock. No trouble to show rramingham
Kimball & Son for defendant.
has
in
due
been
weakness
me
batting,
The divorce case of Clara E. Farring;oods. It costs but a postage stamp.
in his
I shall be pleased to display my
Usefulness and satisfaction guaranteed re believe to a lack of confidence
ton of Mexico vs. Abel Farrington Jr.,
I
he
is
to
iwn ability.
However,
reported
as
one
>r stamp refunded—or
just
good—
was contested, and was quite spicy.
work in this departlicked and well licked. Come early and ,e doing excellent
Judge Spear granted the divorce.
nent of the game this season. Πϊβ genivoid the rush!
-The divorcee granted during the term
his
and
fairness
to
conduct
| were as follows:
late of Good Will lemanly
Miss Shackley,
which
two
of
the
are
qualities
ipponents
•Jennie Brown of Rumford from Harry Brown
Farm, now of the Webster School, Aulave made him so popular with all who | of Rumford, cruel treatment, minor children to
burn, eighth grade, an acquaintance of iave witnessed much of his olavinz.
mother.
niece Mabel, spent Saturday and Sunday
manna
To all who wish to see them. You are
ιυ/u ui
Kumforl for adultery.
it H. D.'s. When we were there she was
invited to inspect them.
Rumfonl from Wallace L.
the
State.
of
About
Annie
M.
Corson
:asting up test marks of her forty-nine
Corson of parte unknown, cruel treatment ana
icholars. When the Tiret 100 was the
Intoxication.
Charles A. D. Cuehman of Mechanic Falls
result of her manipulations she looked
The Grand Lodge of Maine, Knights from
Maud M. Cuehman of Norway, adultery.
a
its annual session in
( if I'ythiae, held
up with a twinkle and said, "It is
Wallace 9. Tayl >r of Koxbury from Isabel T.
jfirl." We waited for the next 100. 'ortland last week. The reports show Taylor of the same town, cruel treatment.
rhliomene Rouesln 6t Rumfonl, Intoxication,
Another twinkle, "It is a girl.1' The , membership of 10,270, which is a gain
minor children to the mother.
third KM) was the same. It was getting ( >f 26S for the year.
Lewie E. Davie of
Ruth E. Sanborn of Hiram from Chester Β.
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
The fourth happened to ..ewiston was chosen Grand Chancellor. Sanborn of Illram, Intoxication, name of libelmonotonous.
lant changed to Ruth E. Cotton, her maiden
be a boy. I think those were all who
?
The most forgetful man has been name.
reached the limit. I wonder if hers is
Chas. K. Cotton of Pari· from Amanda U. Cotin the
an exceptional school.
They do say I ound. He lives in a little town
ton of Durham, desertion.
ill
William H. Stone of Norway from Theodosla
that the feminine brain weighs about ipper part of York County. He fell
vith symptoms indicating appendicitis Viola Stone of Norway, desertion, minor chiltwo ounces less than the male brain.
dren to the father.
To
an
to
submitted
<
ind
operation.
Sometimes quality makes up for quanJohn Bennett of Parle from Leila Bennett of
he\r great surprise and embarrassment Pari», cruel treatment.
tity.
1 he
•John II. Jones of Oxford from Bertha E.
found that the appendix
exercises
surgeons
male
the
student
Possibly
Joues of Madison, cruel treatment.
assortment of them
We have a
his muscles more than he exercises his îad already been removed. The patient
when
brains. Doubtless the weaker sex, the < ifforded the necessary explanation
The Rally Song.
Russet and Patent
Gun
in
Metal,
Kid,
from
the
ether
,
by
best and the most buxom one, could je had recovered
Democrat:
Editor
"come
he
remembered
then
that
Leathers. They are in Blucher, Lace
hardly kick the football higher than 90. itating
It may Interest some of your readers
it" that he had been through
Perhaps she might if she wore bloomers. ;o think of
and Button.
two years ago! At to know that the famous campaign song
Of course I am not an expert on women ι similar operation
of 1800 was sung by a Mr. Locke, who
Bill said!"
and their general make-up, but I haven't east, "That's what
a
residence
his
Portland,
then called
passed along life's highways and byJudge Enoch Knight, fora longtime gifted, erratic man who was preacher,
ways with eyes shut and cotton in my presiding judge of the municipal court Kutler, lecturer, general adventurer. He
ears, and what I have seen and heard
)f the city of Portland, died at his home asserted that this song was of his own
Iiook. in Our
has left an impression, if you will η Los Angeles, Cal., a short time since
composition. As he flniehed the song
allow me. The impression may be liter an operation for appendicitis. and turned to come off, Mr. Joseph
wrong, but there it is, but—she can't Judge Knight was born in the town of Daniels, who was a very earnest DemoFurnisher,
vote.
He was educated at crat, cried out: "Now give us a good old
Sweden in 1836.
Have you nothing but praise for the Fryeburg Academy and when a young Democratic one!" "All
said
Mr.
right,"
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
quality of that extra two ounce* of gray man went to Bridgton to study law and Locke, "I know one that just fits your
ENTIRE NEW LINE AT 50c, 75c,
i-ac, $1.00,
matter which is distributed throughout ilso to edit the Bridgton Reporter.
and putting on a most melancholy
case,"
Telephone 106-3.
the cranium in such a position that it When the civil war came be enlisted for
1.50, 3.25, 2.50, 3.00 and 3.50 per
expression, he broke out in a most nasal
denies the divine right of the lesser the service, raising a company of men in tone with the
"Hark from the
words,
brain, by about a couple of ounces, to bis immediate vicinity which became Co. tombs a monrnful sound, mine ears
«ay, in a practical manner, under what Ε of the 12 Maine Infantry, Col. George attend the cry:'1 then came down from
laws she shall live in God's world, P.
Shepley. This regiment did great the platform amid a roar of laughter and
OF TAPESTRY, AT 50c, 75c, $».oo, 1.50, 1.75,
which she should share equally with tervice in Louisiana and Capt. Knight
Henry P. Fokbks.
applause.
him who claims the extra two ounces?
He became
was one of the best officers.
1008.
Ν.
14,
Y., May
Canton,
$3.00 and 3.50 each.
O, we are not so lop-sided, and what incapacitated for further service, howfew brains were furnished before we had Bver, and was mustered out for dis"Slocum's" inquiry for the old rally
an idea of being born, were not disability August 25,1863, shortly after the
tributed in such a way that we fail to fall of Port Hudson.
song of I860 has produced a large crop
of responses. As the total result to
that certain unTHE NEW LINE OF WALL PAPER IS NOW
see and understand
date we have five verses, with a variety
deniable rights are not confined to sex
The 1908 Base Ball (iulde.
OVER 7000
READY FOR INSPECTION.
about
of choruses. The striking thing
or "previous condition.1' Neither brains
John J. McGraw's official base ball the matter is that no one seems to have
ROLLS. PRICE 5c to 35c per roll.
nor weakness of the body nor size of the
one of a
copy of the song, but everybody gives
calf, muscle nor brawn, have part or lot gnide for 1908 just published is
υ
ΛΧιβΟ
^
in the matter. Self-evident to all whose the most complete books of the kind it from memory, notwithstanding it is
It contains everything that almost forty-eight years since it was in
ever issued.
brain· are well located.
is of interest to the enthusiasts, and a use ae a campaign song.
John.
WE HAVE ONE OF THE BEST LIKES WE
O. A. Maxim of Parla Hill tells the
special feature is a chapter on the famous spit ball, with illustrations showing Democrat that there are in the version
IN ALL GRADES.
%
EVER SHOWN.
HAVE
THE
FROM
NEW
MORE NEWS
how that wonderful curve can be master- furnished by Mrs. Canwell several verbal
CALL AND SEE THEM.
ENGLAND STATES.
ef Portieres
New
ed. The guide has many full page errors, as be recalls It. They do not
A
If any one has any doubt as to the illustrations and oontains instructions materially affect the song In either subvi.-tue of Foley'· Kidney Cure, they reed how to play every position on a nine, and stance or sentiment, though they make
only to refer to Mr. Alvin H. Stlmpaon, a feature is made of the art jfpitohing a it a little less olear in expression.
of Wiliimantic, Conn., who, after almost curved ball. It has all the official rules
Kidney complaint kills more people
losing hope of recovery, on account of for the post-season championship games,
the failure of ·ο many remedies, finally schedule of the season's games, aver- than any other disease. This is due to
tried Foley'· Kidney Cure, which he ages and standing of all the leagues. It th^ disease being so insidious that it
before it
•ays was "just the thing" for him, as is No. 18 of Fox's Athletic Library and gets a good hold on the system
Bws tue
four bottles cured him completely. He will be sent to any address for 10 oents is recognised. Foley's Kidney Cure will
Far Infants and ChOdrtn.
as MARHLS1T SQUAHO,
ia now entirely well and free from all with four oents extra to pay postage. prevent the development of fatal disease
the Buffering incident to acute kidney Address, Riohard K.
Fox, Franklin if taken in time. For aale by all drug-

Suit, Hat, Shirts, Neckwear, Underwear, Hosiery, Belt, Collars

Kwder.

Rem
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Services at South Paris.

3. To choose eight delegates to atOxford County
the Republican
end
Convention to be held at the Court
House, South Paris, Wednesday, June
17th, 1908.
4. To choose eight delegates to atten 1 the Republican State Convention to
be held in the Auditorium, at Bangor,
Tuesday, June 30th, '08.
Town
5. To choose a Republican
Committee for 1909 and 1910.
6. To act upon any other matters
that may properly come before said
caucus.
6korue]M. Atwoop,
Chairman Repnblican Town Committee.
Alton C. Woeelkr,

large

ALBERT

Theatre have gone to Mechanic Falls
with their pictures and songs for this
»vening only. For Tuesday and Wednesday evenings here their program will
be, "Collecting Post Cards," "The
Durands at Seaside," "Will He Overtake
"
Mrs. HodgTheni'.'" "The Hostage
kins will sing, "1 Love None but Vou,"
tnd Mr. Briggs will sing, "Good-bye,
Mamie."

:us.

bedge between the Smith and Whitmarsb places.

owns a

«tore at Omega, 0., and is près
ident of the Adams County Téléphone
Co., ae well as of the Home Telephone
Co., of Pike County, 0., says of Dr,
King's New Discovery: "It saved mj
life once. At least I think it did. II
seemed to reach the spot—the very seal
of my cough,—when everything else
failed." Dr. King1· New Discovery nol
only reaches the cough spot; it heali
the sore spots and weak spot* in throat,
lungs and chest. Sold under gnaraU'
tee at P. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'s drugstore,
50c. and 11.00. Trial bottle free.

...

Singers appearing in New Hall this Monlav evening, the proprietors of the Bijou

KepuDiitan cauiu».
To the Republican voters of Paris in
the County of Oxford and State of Maine:
You are hereby notified and warned
at a caucus of the Republican voters
>f said town of Paris will be held on
Thursday, May 28, at 2 o'clock p. μ .,
New Hall, South Paris, Maine, to act
jpon the following matters:
1. To choose a chairman to preside at
>aid caucus.
2. To choose a secretary of said cau-

in poorer condition than now.
Little baa been done a* yet and there appears to be no promise of improvement
in the near future. With the new road
commissioner elected for three yean
with an annual salary of 1500, tbe old
system baa been re-installed, in this, thai
a large number of peraone are requested
to "look after the roads." It is hoped
that the dangerous places in tbe village
streets where the travel it large will soon
attract the attention of tbe authorities.
Improvements have been made on
Bridge Street by the removal of tbe cedai
were never

Mr. E. Humphrey, who

hlghwayi general

at 2.30 o'clock in the afternoon
and 7.00 o'clock in the evening.

The delegates chosen by the Univers*1 îhî parish to attend the state convention at Dexter tbe tiret week in June are:
Mis·» Grace Thayer, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Kenney and A. E. Shurtleff; alternates,
Mrs. II. M. Child, Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Voung and Mrs. Theodore Thayer.

On Sunday afternoon the annual
memorial sermon before Wm. K. Kirn: Poet, G A. R., was delivered at the
:
I'niversalist church. Nearly forty vetline at Grand Army
erans formed in
Hall to march to the church, accompanied by a good number of the Laiftes
a( the G. Α. Κ and escorted by the Sons
of Veterans of Joshua L. Chamberlain
Camp, which turned out in good force
for the occasion. The several bodies
middle section of seats which
|)led the reserved
for them.
nad been
The choir of the church sang for the
service, giving a number of patriotic
selections. Rev. A. T. McWhorter of
the Congregational church and Rev. T.
V. Kewley of the Methodist church
assisted in the service.
The sermon was by Rev. J. II. Little,
pastor of the church, from tbe text,
"Who through faith subdued kingdoms,
wrought righteousness, obtained promises. stopped the mouth of lions, quenched the violence <>f tire, escaped the edge
i.f the sword, out of weakness were
made strong, waxed valiant in (light,
'urned to Might the armies of the aliens."
The central thought of the sermon was
the faith demonstrated by those who
fought our grt-at conflict—faith in God.
hv whose help they were to win, faith in
their leaders, faith in the ultimate result. In illustrating his subject Mr.
Little traced the course of the cam
paigns of the Civil War, and as he himself was a soldier in the Uniou army and
is very familiar with the history of tbe
conflict, hie presentation of his thought
was particularly effective and impressive.
Memorial Day, the
On Saturday,
graves in Riverside Cemetery will be
lecorated in the forenoon, the line forming in front of Grand Army Hall at 10
r»'clock, led by the Gilead Brass Band
Keturn to tbe hall by way of Moore
1'ark and the soldiers' monument.
Dinner will be served the comrades
*nd Sons of Veterans at Grand Army
Hall.
Afternoon exercises at New Hall will
will be
open at 2 o'clock. The address
iiven by W. S. Robinson of Hartford.

and town

TUESDAY, MAY 26th,

Albert D. Park is auction-

eer.

Memorial

village street*

We shall dispose of the balance of our
goods in our store next door to the Post
Office at auction

F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. will close out

been added.

The

5.

AUCTION!

putting in concrete piers | what remains of the stock in their lower
under the water tank at
store, next the post office, on Tuesday of
Trunk station. The tank watt! this
week, afternoon and evening. Some
set η piles, but though it has
from their other stock have also
some'of the goods
a few

: r

>

tled

ν

Η. β.

F. H. NOYES CO.

.it ion

r i:

P.

Fancy

The I/wiiee of the G. A. R. wish to
ask all members of the circle and auy
others who care to help to meet at the
hall Thursday and Friday afternoons of
this week to make wreaths for Decoration Day.

.en are

10;

Paria High School lost its game to
Bridgton High at Bridgton Saturday
afternoon by the above score. The
game waa very interesting and evenly
contested up to the eighth inning and
then came the fireworks. Paria scored
four runa in the first half of the eighth
which gave them a lead of 5 to 2, and
then io the laat half they went completely to piecea, allowing Bridgton to acore
eight runa, most of the runs coming in
after Paris had had an eaay chance to
retire the aide. The hoodoo which haa
followed Paria all the aeaaon in regard
to aick and injured men is still working,
as three of their beat men, Titcomb,
Clason and McKeoney, were out of the
game Saturday. The score:

A. G.
ilie Baptist church. Mrs.
Stickney, president, presided. Mrs. O.
M. Mason of Bethel was secretary. The
entire program was carried out Each
session «u interesting and well sustained and the attendance was good.
The Buckfield ladies responded to the
occasion with their usual generosity,
serving dinners and suppers to their
guests in the chapel of the church.
About fifty sat down to the tables. There
was furnished such a superabundance of
food, that on Thursday evening after the
departure of the guests, a ten cent dinner was served to the people of the town,
which was well patronized.
Mrs. G. S. Leavitt of Portland was
present and gave the principal address
An interesting
Wednesday evening.
feature of the convention was the attendance of the village school pupils to
the number of about ninety Wednesday
at four o'clock under the leadership of
their teachers. Mrs. Stevens addressed
them, and the school sang America.
The officers of last year were re-elected. Mrs. Ε. Δ. G. Stickney of East
E.

Wirt Stanley spent Sunday with a
party of Norway friends at Camp Cinna-

returned home

BBIDOTON H. s.

PROBATE NOTICES.
To all persona Interested In either of the Estate·
hereinafter named :
At » Probate Court, held at Pari·, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
May, In the year of oar Lonl one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred and eight.
baring been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Ordkbbd :
That notice thereof be glren to all person· Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
Oxpublished three weeks successively In attheSouth
ford Democrat, a newspaper published
a
at
that
In
said
appear
Paris,
they may
County,
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on
the third Tuesday of June, ▲. D. 190β, at β
of the clock In the forenoon, and be beard thereon If they see cause.
JOHN YORK, late of Waterford, deceased:
wl'l and petition for probate thereof presented
by Eugene F. Smith, the executor therein named.
JOHN G. CRAWFORD, late of Paris, deceased; will and petition for probate thereof presented by Josle Π. Crawford, the executrix

IT REACHED THE SPOT.

NOBWAY.

Base Ball.

w, C. T. U. Convention.
Buckfield, lfay 20, '08.
The Oxford County W. C. T. U. annual
in
convention was beld in Buckfield Wednesday and Thursday, May 20 and 21, in

COUCH

dispose

LUWC8

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.

King's
New Discovery
Dr.

J)

A. D. PARK, Auctioneer.

Men's Heavy Grain Leather
Shoes for $2,50,

—
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|
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SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

I

for csûgs·8

J 1

Respectfully,

Seamless Congress, Seamless Bals
and Creedmoor.

iL.

I

keep

|

good

Opera

I

JAMES N. FAVOR,

NEW

)

regard

House

Block, Norway, Maine,

1

r

MILLINERY.

Spring and Summer Line of Hats
and Millinery Novelties
cordially

MISS ISABELLE F. BRYANT, Designer.
Miss S. M. Wheeler,

Spring Specialties

CARPET"DEPmiENT.
Lace Curtains.
$1.25,

Oxfords for Women
the

new

"Queen duality"

Ox-

Have you

seen

fords? You will be posted on the shoe fashions

when you do.
splendid

Prices $3.00 and $2.50.

Windows.

J.

F. PLUMMER,

87
pair.

Couch and Table Covers

New

Spring Line

LACE WINDOW DRAPERIES.

Wall Papers.

Irish Point, Arabian, Clunv,

Carpets and Art Squares.

N. Dayton Bolster &, Co.,

Squre, New York City.

glato.

SOUTH

PARI·,

Nottinghams.

Muslins, Bobbinets, Cross Stripes, Etc.

MAINB.

and Couch Covers.

Line

Large

( trouble. For sale by all druggist·.

Company,

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe

good

J

flL

F. A. THAYER,
SOUTH

BILLINGS BLOCK,
CASTORIA

TMKM Yn Hm Ajnp Beugbt
ν

PARIS, MAINE.

The

CHANDLER,

Ε. W.

Help
Builders' Finish I Ri^ht
For

I will furnlah DOORS and WINDOWS of an]
81m or Style at reasonable price·.

H eadache

Also Window & Door Frames,

Sherman, Me., Aug. 13,1906.

"I have used the 'L. F.' Bitters with

If In wank of any kind of Finish for Inelde 01
OuUMe work, sen! In your or 1er·. Pine Lum
ber and Shingle· on ttaml Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing

for years. They are the only
I can find to help me when I
have an attack of headache."
Respectfully yours,
Mr. George Kneeland.
success

thing

and Job Work

Matched Hard Wood Floor Boar le for sale.

CHANDLER,

W.

£.

West Sumner,

For Ladies
There isn't a popular 01

fashionable model in
LADIES' OXFORDS thai
can't be found in mj j
stock.
Patent, Tan, Vici Kid and
Gun Metal Leathers.

Jeweler and Graduate

Frothingham

South Paris.

Id Addition to Onr

Regular

—

MONEY ORDER®
payable anywhere

STATES,

we are

in the UNITED

prepared

(

The Capt. H. N. Bolster homestead situated in South Parie village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modern equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,
^
centrally located. Apply to
S. WRIGHT, Adm.

JAMES

to issue

W. A. Porter,

checks fur any amount ON MOKE
THAN TWO THOrSAND CITIES

and TOWNS in EUROPE, ASIA,
AMERICA.
SOUTH
AFRICA,

SOUTH PARIS,

MEXICO, and the WEST INDIES,

Is

AUSTRALIA, and the EAST INDIES, the PHILIPPINE ISLANDS,
and SANDWICH ISLANDS.

Hebron, Maine.

EDWARD C. BEAN,

Norway, Mo.

sei

MANAGER.

vice to

Watch
Fine

First-class work done.

Bargains
Winder:

For Sale.

Many farine In Oxforl, Cumberland anil An-I
χχ f
Please call and see them.
for free catalogue,
droecoggta CounUee, wlHAZKN
FA KM AND
can nave vnu money.
Oxford, Malm:.
KiTATE
AGENCY,
S. Rioliarcis, REAL

Retired Business Man is

Theory.

"I have been a nïctc man for live years.
Three years ago I was told by a physician that I had Bright's disease of the
kidneys. I have treated constantly for
this trouble since, without results. After
reading the article I have mentioned, I
purchased some of this man Cooper's
I have been astounded by
medicine.
what if has «loue for me. I was relieved
to some extent within 24 hours.
Today
my health is better than for five years,
and so far as I can tell, my kidney trouble has disappeared.
"My wife, who had stomach trouble
for some time, triod the preparation
after noting its action in my case, and
her improvement is fully as marked
as mine.
She now eats heartily three
times a day without any distress whatsoever.
Uer nervousness has also left
her. 1 certainly believe this man's success is fully justified, as he undoubtedly
has a wonderful medicine."
We will gladly describe the remarkable record made by the Cooper medicines to all who wish to know of them.
—F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

One of tbe must interesting statements
made recently concerning the much discussed Cooper theory, that has spread
over the country during the past year, is
made by Ε. H. Lambert, a retired business man whose home is at 115 Francis
Street, Everett. Mass.
Mr. Lambert has this to say in connection with Cooper and his medicines:
"Some time ago I read an article about
this man Cooper, in which he claimed
that stomach trouble was directly responsible for most ill health, lie went
on to say that, although his medicine
did nothing but get the stomach in
sound condition, it would, in many cases,
remove kidney and liver trouble and
various other ailments, lie argued from
this that tbe stomach was the main
cause of sickness, and stated that tbe
success he had had with his medicines
was due entirely to this fact.
"I am now fully convinced that this
theory is correct, and believe Cooper has
a really remarkable medicine, judging
from my own experience.

Large Stock

Organs.

s

of New Pianos and

Organs.

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175.
to buy for New Year's present.
for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and
Nice instruments.

Square pianos

Write for catalog of

other musical merchandise.
a

good

trade in musical instruments.

playerpianos.

Here is

W. J. "Whieeler,
Maine.

Keep

PLEASE

When in want of

anything

MIND !

In

in our lines

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

give us

a

House Paints,
Barn Paints,
Eoof Paints,

Wagon Paints,

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

We have some new lines of

Paroid

Roofing—The best
try imitations.

Liquid

paints which

of all

roofings.

we

and Electrical

lumbia

Ignition

ΡΜΐΓ^.4ΐ?αΓ«τ,^,βη

,innover,.

£

SïïïïnlniinchM

lutions which the young lady has
marked out in rebus fashion?—New
York Globe.
No. 142.—Triangle.
2. Twenty
Δη article of food.
quires of paper. 3. Part of the body
4. I'art of the verb to be. 5. Δ letter in
1.

wiud.
No. 143.—Jumbled Authors.
(Find twelve writers.)
Mrs., George. Jane, Burns, Howe.
Eliot, Browning, Ward, Austen. Kipling. Louis. Stevenson, Julia. Robert. Ueury. Uobert, Rudyard, Haw-

thorne, Longfellow, Lamb, Thackeruy.
William, Dickens, Makepeace, Charles.
Nathaniel. Mary, Wadsworth.
No. 144.—Triple Beheadings.
1. Triply liehead props and leave
taarltors.
2. Triply behead to give notice aud

leave α measure of weight
3 Triply behead a us were and leave
small bodies of water.
4. Triply behead more polished and
leave the second of two.
5. Triply beheud large prluted notices and leave u small piece of paste
board.
U. Triply behead a foreigner and

f'g Cpo-de'"^ °°«
tS"

^re®

l0Jake

hfange?.

four.^c,h^r)1d®'fd^e

remain

g°Roliaout'

No. 145 Hidden Cereals.
the unbuttered paste and
1. Did you see how he attacked the
If a very wet filling is to
cover the pan.
bear?
be put in and egg β are cheap, theι lower
the
from
burning
2. Ileury escuped
°'
crust can be brushed with the
building.
egg. Roll out the square of upper crust,
tell
3. When you see Otto at school
cut a curved line in the centre and two
Let this
or three gashes on each side.
him to study faithfully.
the
4. Adorn the room with bric-a-brac or stand while you fill the pie and wet
a
time
wetting
edges, at the same
new hangings.
strip of cotton cloth with which to bind
the edges. Fold back the cover and put
INO. IW.—several imps.
it on the pie, press the edges together
One Imp Is clever, lie has skill,
slightly and bind. With a pastry brush
Anil he Is one who bestows.
give the crust a delicate coating of milk,
Ont* salis with u boat, and still
His task Is to Inclose.
prick six places near the edgewitha
fork, and put into a very hot oven.
One's seen to wander ('tis that h·
Watch carefully that the
letter may bccome) tit large.
does not bake too brown but the ho t
One with a savage Indian see.
oven is needed
He lays things to one's charge.
φ bake quickly the under
crust. Reduce the oven heat, and[if
One liup comes along with beer
necessary, cover pie with a thick papei
And holds men lit the tolls.
to keep it from becoming too brown.
Oue. tloating with the atmosphere.
This pie should look like puff P"*®
Unquestionably spoils.
smooth, shiny, and a light
brown. Apples or any fruit that reNo. 147.—Fractions.
quires long cooking will bake in a pi
au
arti2-0
of
Take l-(! of a tomato,
from half to three-quarters of an hour
choke, 1-5 of an oniou, 1-0 of a radish To ascertain if the fruit be
Mix carefully cooked, take out the pie and >ueert
ami 17 of a cabbage.
soft the pie
ami auotlier vegetable will be pro- knife in one of the slits. If
is done. A very convenient utensil is a
duced.
wire pie grasper with which one car
carry the pie to and from the oven with
No. 148.—Changed Letters.
the hands. The bindei
out burning
1. Change oue letter and a French should be
off while the pie, ι»ι hot
pulled
a
city on the Mediterranean becomes
If a very plain paste is desirable, tht
river iu Egypt
butter may be left out of the upper crust
2. Chunge one letter aud a woman ol This makes a tender, flaky, thin, white
culture and reliaement becomes In- crust, which is very good indeed.
Following are a few fillings little ou
dolent.
of the ordinary:
3. Change one letter and a great mulRHUBARB FILLING.
titude becomes a flexible tube for con
Peel and cut in one-half inch piecet
ducting water.
over it twc
4. Chauge one letter and a body of two cups of rhubarb, pour
teacups of boiling water in which one
water becomes the opposite of early.
spoon of soda has been dissolved, drain
immediately, cool and add one beater
Just a Kiss.
egg, one-quarter teaspoon of salt, one
There once was a miss anil a Mr.,
und one-half cups of sugar, two table·
Whose last name. In truth. It was Kr.
spoons of fine bread crumbs from toast·
Now, this miss missed a kiss
ed or dried bread, a little nutmeg, a
The Mr. Ulster kissed miss.
grating of lemon peel and one teaspoor
—Brooklyn Life.
of the lemon juice. Make a lattice upper crust by cutting the paste in stripe,
Key to the Puzzler.
and putting it on crisscross, or use twc
No. 131— Additions: I. E-motlon. 2
egg yolks in filling and make a meringue
St-aid. 3. St-age. 4. A-part. 5. F-lake
for covering. The meringue is made bj
β. S-even.
adding one cup of powdered sugar tc
No. 132.—A Queer Gardener: Thyme each beaten white and slightly browning
box. stocks.
Balm, mint, candy-tuft it in a hot oven.

UPP®{" crJ

sufficiently

J

No. 133.—Dropped Letters: Elephaut
America. Conundrum.
No. 134.—Framed Pyramid:

1.

Linseed Oil,

Varnishes,

Terpentine,

Brushes.

Filler,

believe tu be most desirable.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

Supplies—We have just received a barrel of "CoBatteries'' the best for automobiles and telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
Soutb Paris.

L

A

τ

I

Α

Κ

D

WE SELL

lasts.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in. We I
sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, screen door catches, Ac.
Wheelbarrows—We have a few first class wheelbarrows. Call and see them.

Telephones

νβΓϊ,οο1^Λ„

Τ

2.

call.

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

oarefully considered.

HjJ bJJ2cWl,g

Wheat, forget-me-not.

Billings
South. Paris,

MATERIAL

It is easy to see that if the length of
time timbers can be used is doubled,
only half as much timber will be required as before and only one-half as much
money will need to be spent in the purchase of timber.
Moreover, many
not count at all, not eve
» »
loaded days of
woods which were for a long time considwaitand
»
ered almost worthless can be treated and
odd moments, while watcning
made to last as long as the scarcer and
ing for something else to cook, theptes
ahead is more
can be made; a little planning
expensive kinds.
Of the actual saving in dollars and
all that is necessary.
cent· through preservative treatment, a
PLAIN PIKCBUST.
fence post euch as was mentioned at tbe
Have the best of lard
beginning might serve a· one example.
use none bat
readyy to The post is of loblolly pine, and costs,
Hrv nastrv flour at that. When re
untreated, about 8 cents, or, including
begin have on hand three
14 cents. It lasts
For an ord nary family ( the cost of setting,
about two years. Compounding interest
fnnr or six. the size of the pan w "«>
of sucb a
In diameter.odon» at 5 per cent, the annual charge
is 7.53 cent·; that is, it costs 7 53
and one-ball inches deep, ot tm or agate. post
in
service.
cents a year to keep the post
A deep pie is always better tlban a «ina
Preservative treatment costing 10 cents
will increase its length of life to about
eighteen years. In this case the total
cost of the post, set, is 24 cents, which
compounded at 5 per cent, gives an anThus the
nual charge of 2.04 cents.
saving due to treatment is 5.49 cents a
Sift these together in a bowl an a
that there are 200 posts
three-quarters of a cup of cold lard, cut year. Assuming
there is a saving each year for
with a knife into chunks then with per mile,
mile of fence of a sum equivalent
verv clean, floured hands rub into the every
to the interest on $219 00.
smallest of crumbs. Now fill th®
In the same way preservative treatiars Dut on covers and put in tne reof a
for ment will increase tbe length of life
will
It
a day.
for
keep
frlgerator
railroad tie from Ave years
weeks. The morning of the day a pie 18 loblolly pine
to twelve years and will reduce the anto be made, wash one tablespoon of butnual charge from 11.52 cents to 9.48
ter with co d water until it ,e
which amounts to a saving of
let it get soft but not warm, then empty cents,
$58.75 per mile.
the contents of one jar into.a
It is estimated that 150,000 acres are
add just enough very cold «ter
each year to grow timber for
it stick toeetlier—using a knife and not required
coal mines alone. The
Now take half olI «hi. out tbe anthracite
average life of an untreated mine prop is
nn to a floured board or pastry cloth.
not more than three years. By proper
This like tho covered rolling pin, is used
treatment it can be probv many cooks now, and is the best thing preservative
times this figure. Telefor the purpose. Dust a little flour on longed by many
phone and telegraph poleft, which in ten
to the lump of dough, roll it out abou
or twelve years, or even less, decay bo
ten inches long and
at tbe ground line that they have
a little flour in the middle third of the badly
to be removed, can, by a simple treatof
half
on
this
the.prepared
piece, spread
ment of their butts, be made to last
butter, dust with a little more flour, fold
twenty or twenty·five years. Sap shinover the upper side and npeat the procwhich are almost valueless in their
ess with the remainder of the butter, gles,
natural state, oan easily be treated and
folding over the lower side this time. made to outlast even painted shingles of
Put it, together with the unbuttered
the most decay-resistant woods. Thoulump of paste, on a floured plate back on sands of dollars are lost every year by
the ice for at least an hour. A day s
the so-called "bluing" of freshly sawed
waiting will not hurt it. When ready to
lnmber. This can be prevented
sapwood
as
the
first,
bake the pie, prepare
filling
proper treatment, and at a cost so
by
not
should
in
the
making
piecrust
small as to put it within reach of tbe
long in a warm atmosphere, or receive smallest
operator.
much handling. In fact, it takes dainty,
In the"South the cheap and abundant
dry and well-manicured fingers to make loblolly pine, one of the easiest of all

°h,ri

in Favor of New

Pianos

KSass^ViÊ

leave wrath.

Family Washings a Specialty.

Timekeepers.

Winders and Stem

Key

for·

Wayside Laundry,

Norway National Bank
J^*Thirty-tive years of successful
depositors.

Agent

LESS

To-day,
sive preservative treatment.
when the cost of wood is a big item to
every farmer, every stockman, every
railroad manager—to everyonje, in fact,
who muet use timber where it is likely
to decay—this is a fact which should be

No. 141.—A Swarm of Bee·.

Optioian.

Desirable Residence for Sale.

AND

SAVED

NEEDED.

J10?'

4. Trauspose to bruise into counterfeit
5. Transpose a store into jumps.

NORWAY, MAINE.

$1.50,3,2.25,2.50,3,3.50.

MONEY

Parti, Me.

It li estimated that a fence port, which
In Behalf of the Pie.
under ordinary circumstance· will laat
It seems to be the fashion to condemn for perhaps two years, will, it given preNo. 140.—Transposition·.
10
servative treatment coating about
1. Transpose a flower into painful.
cents, last eighteen years. The service
uoiot·
2. Transpose crippled Into repast
their
seen
as
railroad
upon
tie·,
familv are never
of other timbers, such
3. Transpose to inter Into a precious Nevertheless, there is just
telephone pole·, and mine props, can be
b
itone
doubled and often trebled by inexpen-

Lowest Prices in Oxiord Gounty.

PRICES:

—

Column, Oxfonl Democrat·

HILLS,

■

W. 0.

The Ρuzzler

°SSÏ^ffiîSÎ?œa!^ffi

When sickness comes a dose of "L. F."
Atwrçpd's Ritters will work wonders toward making a recovery.
They act
luickly and beneficially on the whole
system, purifying blood, strengthening
-t-imacl:, cleansing bowels. 35c. *<t <]rug?ists.

Maine

....

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.
South

STATE OF MAINE.

Decay In Wood Prevented.
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No. 133.—Idle noises: Turn the picture upside down aud find the workmeu on the trees.
No. 130.—Word Square: 1. Frog. 2

STAWBERRY PIK.

Sweeten fresh strawberries, or use the
preserved berry and fill a pie plate. Put
on
an
upper crust, making it rather
thick, and do not pinch or bind the
edges. When baked lift the upper crusl
and cover fruit with the following custard : Cook one cup creamy milk, add two
ol
egg whites beaten, one tablespoon
sugar and one-half teaspoon of corn
starch wet in cold milk. Cook three
minutes. Replace upper crust and duel
with powdered sugar. A red raspberrj
pie may be made in the same way.
FILLING.

PINEAPPLE

purand
other little-used woods have a new and
increasing importance because of the
possibility of preserving them from decay at small cost. In the Northeastern
and Lake States are tamarack, hemlock,
beech, birch, and maple, and the red and
black oaks, all of which by proper treatment may help to replace tbe fast diminishing white oak and cedar. In the
tbe
states of the Mississippi Valley
pressing fence post problem may be
greatly relieved by treating such species
as cottonwood, willow and hackberry.
Circular 139 of the Foreet Service, "A
Primer of Wood Preservation," tells in
simple terras what decay is and how it
can be retarded, describee briefly certain
preservatives and processes, gives examples of the saving in dollars and cents,
and tells what wood preservation can do
in tbe future. The circular can be had
free upon application to the Forester,
ΓΌΓΘ81 service,

wasuiiigioo,

u.\j.

Turkey.
During the financial stringency, says a
Western banker, we were compelled to
limit the amount our depositors might
withdraw to ten dollars per day. It ocA Financial

casioned some inconvenience, but most
of our patrons took the matter philo-

sophically. One
tric old farmer,

man,
was

though, an eccenhighly indignant

refused to let him withdraw
at one time.
"Doesn't the money belong to me?" he
demanded.
"Certainly," I told him, "but we have
other depositors to accommodate, and as
the Eastern banks have tied up our
money, we can pay out only a limited
amount each day."
The explanation did not appear to be
very satisfactory. So, partly to mollify
him and partly because I knew that he
had unusually âne poultry, I bargained
with him for a Thanksgiving turkey. I
paid for the turkey in advance—a good
price—and he promised to deliver it
dressed on Thanksgiving morning. At
an early hour be arrived with a large
bundle, but when the wrapper was removed from the package it proved to be
a pasteboard box containing a solitary
turkey leg and this note:
Dear Sir. The demand for turkeys has been
when

we

sixty dollars

enormous, and

a·

I

have other cu»tomers to

ac-

commodate, I can supply you with only a part of
your turkey each day.
I was considerably put out, but I made
tbe best of the matter and bought another turkey at the butcher's shop for
dinner. The next
our Thanksgiving

morning the farmer sent a turkey wing,
and the following day we got a thigh,
and for over a week that eccentric old
fellow sent to town every morning a
piece of that tnrkey. Then I received
this note:

Dear Sir. Your colored cook Informs mc that
and ι
you have "done gobbled all that turkey,"
wish to warn you that you are overdrawing your
account. You didn't bargain for the gobble.

—The Youth's

Companion.

RAISIN

It is

worth

trying

when there is a

FlOUR
Costs No More

water, then plump them in the same
water made hot, eeed and chop them, add
the juice of one lemon, one cup of cold
Fill
water and one-half cup of sugar.
under cruet, dredge with flour, dot with
a very little butter and sprinkle with
rind of the lemon. Cover with a
ttice crust and bake fifteen minutes.

Eated

PRUNE

AND

DATE

PIE.

NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.
We are pleased to announce that
Foley1· Honey and Tar for cougba, cold·,
and lung troubles la not affected by the
National Pure Food and Drug law as it
contains no opiates or other harmful
drugs, and we recommend it as a safe
remedy for children and adults. For
sale

by all druggists.

"Dumley's just baok from a trip after
trout and be aays it was the moat dismal
failure be ever experienced."
"What else could yon expeot of him?

Soak prunes until soft, then remove
stones. To two cups of prunes add onehalf cup of dates cut in tiny pieces, the He couldn't make a fishing trip * success
grated rind and juice of a lemon, three because be haa absolutely no imaginatablespoons of sugar and enough of the tion."
of the
prune juice to make the filling
right consistency. Dredge with flour,

Mrs. S. Joyce, 180 Sullivan St., Clare·
dot with bit· of butter, put on upper mont, Ν. Η., write·: "About a year ago
minutes·—Ex.
fifteen
bake
and
crust
I bought two bottles of Foley's Kidney
»
Cure. It cured me of a severe case of
If tiny seeds, such as poppy or helio- kidney trouble of several years' standmeditrope, are put in a salt shaker and then ing. It certainly is a grand good For
it."
sown, the task will be much easier and cine, and I heartily recommend
ι
Ml· by «II druggists.
more evenly done than in the old way.

more or

less

48

20

96

or

less

1 42

acres, more or

less

83

acres,

more

FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 1, in the
Said lot Is reputed to be
seventh range of lots in said grant.
owned by w. A Farwell, et als, and contains eighty-eight
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lots 1. 2 and
3 and the gore easterly of lot 1, In the eighth range of lots In
Said described land Is reputed to be owned
said township.
and
by Hastings Brothers, et als. In common and undivided,
four acres, more or less
hundred
contains two
fifth
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 7. In the
lots In
range of lots In said grant; lot 7 in the sixth range of
said grant. Said lots are reputed to be owned by Allison
Brown and contain one hundred fifty acres, more or less....
In
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lots 8 and 9
Said lots are reputed
the fifth range of lots In said grant.
huntwo
contain
and
heirs
to be owned by the C. S. Edwards
dred two acres,

more or

less

the
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 1, Inhunsixth range of lots In said grant. Said lot contains one
dred acres,

more or

less

dred acres,

more or

less

1 92

1 42

1 91

in the
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 2,
Said lot contains one hunsixth range of lots in said grant.
the
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 3 in
sixth range of lots In said grant. Said lot contains one hundred acres, more

or

less

the
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 3 In one
seventh range of lots In said grant. Said lot contains
hundred acres, more or
the
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 4 in one
Said lot contains
seventh range of lots in said grant.
hundred acres,

more or

less

the
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 5, in one
seventh range of lots In said grant. Said lot contains
hundred acres, more or less
the
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, nart of. being lot 6 in one
Said lot contains
seventh range of lots In said grant.
hundred acres, more or less
in the
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 9
seventh range of lots In said grant. Said lot contains one
hundred acres, more or lest
half
FRYEBURO ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being the south
Said deof lot 2 in the seventh range of lots in said grant.
scribed land contains fifty acres, more or less
In the
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 5,
one huneighth range of lots in said grant. Said lot contains
dred acres, more

or

47

less

the
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 6 In hunone
eighth range of lots In said grant. Said lot contains
less
or
dred fifty acres, more
In the
FRYEBURG ACADKMY GRANT, part of, being lot 7
one huneighth range of lots In said grant. Said lot contains
dred acres, more

or

less

FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of,
Said
ninth range of lots In said grant.
acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of,
Said
ninth range of lots In said grant.
six acres, more

or

less

being lot 1, in the

three

acres, more

1 'jj

west corner of the Public Lot that lies in the west part of
said Andover North Surplus; thence easterly along the south
line of the Public Lot 172 rods, more or less, to the southeast corner of said Public Lot; thonce northerly along the
east line of the Public Lot 320 rods, more or less, to the
northeast corner of the Public Lot; thence easterly along
the south line of land said to be owned by Ε. I. Brown
84 rods, more or less; thence northerly along the east line of
said Brown's land 25 rods, more or less, to the Andover and
road; thence northerly along s.ild road to the south line
or C Surplus; thence easterly along the south line of said
C Surplus and Township C to the point of beginning; excepting, however, from said description a lot of hi acres
said to be owned by Charles and George Smith, on the east
side of the Moody brook »ir,d lying mmedtately north of lot
S4; also excepting a lot of 136 acres lying on the east side of
the Andover and Upton road in thr northwest part of said
surplus, and said to be owned by Chirles Chase, according to
a survey and plan of said surplus made by K. McC. Macy, In
Said described land is reputed to be owned by the
1905.
Umbagog Paper Co., and contains twelve thousand two Hundred fourteen acres, more or less
ANDOVER WEST SURPLUS, part of, being the entire sur3
plus with the exception of the north part of lots 1, 2 and
and the nwrtheast part of lot 4 In the first range of lots in
said surplus, (known as the Stoddard lots), according to a surin
vit hnd plan of said surplus made by E. McC. Macy,
1905. Said described !nr..:, with the exception not'd. Is recontains
and
Co.,
owned
the
Cmbagog paper
by
puted to be
six thousand two hundred flfty-two acres, more or less
lots 1, 2 and 3 ana the northeast part of lot 4 In the Ilrst
Lots,
range of lots In said surplus, and known as the Stoddard
according to a survey and plan of said surplus made by E.
be
to
fs
land
Said described
reputed
McC. Macy, In 1905.
owned by H. W. Dunn and contain * one hundred sixtv-four
a
to
Survey
and
according
common
undivided,
TOWNSHIP C, In
acres, more or less
and
surplus Is reputed to be owned by D. Plngree, et als,
part of
ANDOVER WEST SURPLUS, part of. being the north in
1792.
and plan of said township made by John Peabody,
et als,
Said township Is reputed to be owned by I). Plngree,
thousand
and contains, exclusive of Public Uot. twenty-six
less
or
more
acres,
•larht hundred fifty-one
to a survey
C SURPLUS. In common and undivided, according In 1Sί»4.
Said
and plan of said township made by K. G. Qulney,
three hunthousand
contains, exclusive of Public Lot, ten
less
or
more
dred acres,
common and
T. NO. 4, R. 1, W. Π. K. P., (Richardsontown), insaid township
undivided, according to a survey and plan of
Said
township Is reputed
made by J. W. Sewall, In 1886.
Coe & Plngree aid contains, exclusive of
to be owned

Uptott

less

94 54

48 33

127

346 3i

141 71

by

to a survey
T. No. 4, R. 2, W. Β. K. P., (Adamstown), according
acres,
Public Lot, twenty-three thousand four hundred eighty
to
the Land
and plan of said township made and returned
et al. In
Ballard,
Maine
of
the
State
by
Ephraim
of
Office
the Berlin
Said township is reputed to oe owned by
1794.
and contains,
Mills Co., et nls. In common and undivided,
acres.
thousand
eighty
exclusive of Public Lot, twenty-two

being lot 2 in the
thirty-

lot contains

In
T. NO. 4. R. 3, W. il. k. P., (Lower Cjpsuptlc),of «aid township
undivided, according to ;ι survey and plan
is reputed to
Said
township
1860.
in
made by Noah Rarker,
of Public
be owned by Coe & Plngree and contains, exclusive
or less
more
acres,
thousand
Lot, twenty-one
townme
entire
T. NO. ft, R. 3, W. Β. K. i\, (Parkertown), being
Lot and the State Lot,
ship. with the exception of the Public 3 of the lots set off by
number
Lot
being
so called, said State
the SuJohn M. Wilson, et als, Commissioners appointed by
County, in 1849. Said townpreme Judicial Court for Oxford
owned
by tinship, with the exceptions noted. Is reputed to be
thousand three hunBerlin Mills Co.. and contains tweniy-two
dred ninety-seven acres, mor« or Ie>s
of, being the State
T. NO. 6, R. 3, W. B. k. P., (Parkertown), part
being lot number 3
Lot, so called, in common and undivided,
Commissioners
et
als.
M.
Wilson,
John
off
set
lot
of the
by
Court for Oxford County.
appointed by the Supreme Judicial
an 1 plan of said lot recorded
the
to
survey
according
In 1849,
Said lot is reputed
In the Oxford County Registry of Deeds.
three hundred
to he owned by Coe & Plngree and contains
twenty acres, more or less
in common and
Cupsuptic),
K.
Β.
P.,
W.
(Upper
R.
4,
T. NO. 4.
said township
undivided, according to a survey and plan of Is
reputed to
made by Ephralm Ballard, et ai. Said township
of Public
exclusive
contains,
and
<fc
Pingree
be owned by Coe
acres,
Lot. twenty-five thousand nine hundred eighty-seven
common

79

less
part of.
or

being lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5 and that part
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley),
the second
of lot 6 lying easterly of the height of land in
and that part
range of lots In said township; lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5.
the third
of lot 6 lying easterly of the height of land in
and that part
range of lots in said township; lots 1, 3, 4, 5, 6,
fourth
the
In
of lot 7 lying easterly of the height of land
lots 6 and 6 and that part
range of lots in said township;
the
height
of
of lots 7 and 8 lying easterly and southerly
lots 3, 4,
of land In the fifth range of lots In said township;
the
of
height
B, 6, 7, and that part of lot 8 lying easterly
lots 1, 3.
of land In the sixth range of lots In said township;
and
easterly
9
and
8
lots
of
l,ylng
4, 6, 6, 7, and that part -Λ
uûvanth
—.J
«♦V./*
Of
-*-A

paVt'o/'lofs0 i,L

*

filus;

more or

lot contains twelve

In the
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 3one hunninth range of lots In said grant. Said lot contains
dred twelve acres, more or less
ninth
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 4 In the
Said lot contains one hundred
range of lots in said grant.

B and"·» "not included within the
said townand lots 7, 8 and 9 In the ninth ranpe of lots in

bigh-grade long-leaf pine for many
poses. Black and tupelo gums

Worth 2(Ka SackMore

shortage of dessert material In the
house. Soak two cups of raisin· in cold

acres,

FRYEBURO ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 2, in the
southeast part of said grant ana lying Immediately south of
Said lot conlot 2 In the fifth range of lots in said grant.
tains twenty-one acres, more or less
lot
6, In the
being
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of,
sixth range of lots in said grant. Said lot is reputed to be
undiand
common
in
Cross,
F.
and
R
F.
B.
Brooks
owned by
vided, and contains one hundred acres, more or less
the
In
lot
8,
being
of,
ACADEMY
GRANT,
part
FRYEBURG
sixth range of lots In said grant. Said lot is reputed to be
owned by Henry F. Stiles and contains one nundred fifty

woods to treat, can by proper preparation be made to take the place of tbe

Cream one-third cup of butter with
"There are lots of things worth having
one-half cup of sugar, add two cups ol besides
money."
The
shredded
or
pineapple.
grated
"Yes," answered Miss Cayenne; "but
to
Rove. 3. Over 4. Germ.
heated
be
should
boiling it's hard to get most of them unless you
pineapple
No. 137.—Double Acrostic: Initiale point. Now add two beaten egg yolkt have the
money first."
or rict
of
cream
with
one-half
1.
Era.
mixed
cup
and finals. Anthouy Wayne.
lemon
of
THE CONGREGATION.
milk
add
one
and
DISTURBED
tablespoon
δ
4. Abash,
3. Yacht.
2. Notion.
and a grating of the peel. Fill the
The person who disturbed the congreWho. (J. Yarn. 7. Navy. 8. Outlaw juice
and bake. Cover with a meringue
gation last Sunday by continually coughP. Harmouica. 10. Tiny. 11. Noon. 12. pie
made of the egg whites.
ing is requested to buy a bottle of
Angle.
Foley's Honey and Tar. For sale by all
FRUIT CUSTARD.
No. 138.—Charade: Pig-ment (meant)
druggists.
is
it
rtfallj
This
is
Fiddle
1.
excellent, although
No. 139.—Syncopations:
be made with
file. 2. Elevate, elate. 3. Funnel, fuel a winter pie, as it may
Tom—"So you didn't propose to that
canned fruit. Cream three tablespoon!
to?
of butter with four of sugar, add twc dear girl last night as you intended
PARKER'S
were not
beaten, and one-quarter cup ol Ah, my friend, I am afraid you
HAIR BALSAM
yolks
Clcantes and b-rautifle· the hair.
flour mixed with one-half teaspoon ol fired by the divine spark of love."
Promote· a luxuriant growth.
Dick—"No. I was fired by her faJScwr F*ila to Reatore Gray
baking powder. Flavor with one tableHair to it· Youthful Color.
spoon of the juice from canned peache* ther."
Curvi acalp di»ca*ee St hair falling.
SOc, ami $!.*») at PnjgrUti
j or cherries. Fill crusts and bake, then
Orino Laxative Frnit Syrup is best for
put in the fruit from which the juice is
drained, and make a meringue of the egg women and children. Its mild action
whites.
and pleasant taste makes it preferable to
violent purgatives, such as pills, tablets,
APPLE PIE WITH CREAM CHEESE.
etc. Get the booklet and a sample of
Bake the upper crust without binding Orino at
any drag store.
the edge. When baked remove uppei
crust and pour in one cup of whipped
"Can you be trusted with a secret?"
and sweetened cream, flavored with nut- he asked.
cream
meg, and mixed with half a small
The woman drew herself up proudly.
cheese. Put on upper crust and serve a)
"You have known me for ten year·,
once.
It is very good without the haven't you?" she replied.
cheese.
"Yea."
"Do you know how old I am?"
PIE.

WASHBURN-CROSBY'S

190·.
Treasurer's Office, Augusta, April 21,
to be taxed
Upon the following township· or tracts of land not liable
were
190β
of
tax
for
county
assessments
in any town the following
17th
inade by the County Commissioners of OXFORD County on the
day of March, 1908.
OXFORD COUNTY WILD LANDS.
Tax.
Townships.
6
FRYEBURO ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lots 1. 2, 3, 4. 9
and β, in the fifth range of lots In sala grant; lots 4, 6 and
the
in the sixth range of lots in said grant: lots 7, 8, and
north half of lot 2 in the seventh range or lots In said grant;
Said lots are
lot 4, in the eighth range of lots In said grant.
one
reputed to be owned by Mrs. Luclnda E. Bean and contain
Ill 36
thousand two hundred acres, more or less
the
in
lot
1,
being
FRYEBURO ACADEMY GRANT, part of,
Said lot contains forty-nine
southeast corner of said grant.

follow·: Beginning at a point on the south line of «aid sureald
plus ISO rode, more or leaa. from the louthweat corner of
■urplue; thence easterly along the south line of nald surplus
across the Andover and Upton road und west branch of the
Ellis river 400 rods, more or less; thence northwesterly 100
rods, more or less; thence westerly across the west branch ot
the Ellis river and the Andover and Upton road 400 rods, more
the
or less; thence southeasterly 100 rods, more or less, to
of said
point of beginning, according to a survey and plandescribed
Said
1905.
in
E.
McC.
Macy,
made
by
surplus
land is reputed to be owned by H. W. Dunn and contains
two hundred flfty-two acrcs, more or less
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being a tract of land In
said surplus bounded and described as follows: Beginning at
the northwest corner of the town of Byron; thence south
more or
along the west line of said town of Byron 640 rods, said
surless, to the northeast corner of lot numbered 45 in
thence west along the north line of lots 45, 46, 47 and 48
η said surplus to the east line of Ιοί 50; thence north along
the east line of lot 50 to the north line of lot 50; thence west
along the north line of lots 50, 30, 31 and 32 to the northwest
corner of lot 32; thence south on the west line of lots 32
and 24 to the north line of the town of Andover; thence west
along the north line of the town ol Andover to the southeast corner of land said to be owned by H. W. Dunn; thence
northerly along the east line of said Dunn, and along the east
Une of land said to be owned by R. L. Melcher and along the
east line of land said to be owned by Charles Chase 441 rods,
more or les*., to the northeast corner of said Chase's land;
thence west along said Chase's land 400 rods, more or less;
thence southerly along the west line of said Chase's land ana
along the west line of said Melcher's land, and along the
west line of said Dunn's land 448 reds, more or less, to the
north line of Andover West Surplus; thence west on the
north line of said Andover West Surplus 320 rods, more or
less, to the east line of the town of Grafton; thence northerly along the east line of the town of Grafton to the south-

*£*·

and

less
the entire townR. 4, W. Β. K. P., (Lynchtown), being
Lot and the State Lot,
ship with the exception of the Public 2 of the lots set off by
number
so called, said State Lot being
the SuJohn M. Wilson, «t als, Commissioners In 1849. by
Said townOxford County,
preme Judicial Court for
owned
be
by the
to
ship. with the exceptions noted, is :-eputed thousand one hunBerlin Mills Co., and contains twenty-three
less
dred fifty-six acres, more or
of. being the State
'Γ. NO. 5. R. 4. W. Β. K. P., ( Lynchto»';i). part being lot number 2
Lot, so called, in common and undivided,
et als. Commissioners
of the lots set off by John M. Wllion.
Court for Oxford County,
appointed by the Supreme Judicial
said lot recorded in
of
In 1849, according to a survey and plan
Said lot is reputed to
the Oxford County Registry of Deeds.
hundred twenty
three
contains
and
be owned by Coe Ac Pingree
acres, more or less
and undivided.
common
in
T. NO. 4. R. 5, W. Β. Κ P., (Oxbow),
the American Realty
Said township is reputed to be owned by
Public
Lot. nineteen
of
exclusive
Co., et als, and contains,
more or less
thousand eight hundred forty-eight acres, in common and unΒ.
K.
P.,
W.
(Bowmantown),
T. NO. 4. R. 6,
be owned by the Ameridivided. Said township Is reputed to
exclusive of Public Lot,
contain
can Realty Co.. et als, and
less
or
twenty-four thousand acres, more
Parniachenee), according to a
T. NO. 6, R. 6, W. Β. K. P., (
made
by Ephralm Ballard, et
;<ald
township
survey and plan of
reputed to lie owned by the
al., in 1794. Said township Is
of l'ubllc Lot, twentyexclusive
and
contain·,
Mills
Co.,
Berlin
acres, more or less....
one thousand five hundred ninety-nine
being lots 5, 6, 17, 18, 26. 27
of,
GRANT,
part
BATCHELDERS
Division of said «rant.
and 28, In what Is Known as the First Mrs. Lucinda E. Bean
Said lots are reputed to be owned by
more or less
acres,
hundred
seven
and contains
b ing the Klrst Division of
BATCH ELDER'S GRANT, part of,
of lots 5. 6, 17, 18.
Hatchelder's Grant, with the exception
Said
Mrs. L. E. Bean.
26. 27 and 28, said to be owned by
Brothers and conHastings
owned
be
to
by
land Is reputed
·'
-..--I Il,r..« hundred
tnlns, wiiii me exucyium umai,
seventy-six acres, mr.ro or loss
certain lots In what is
BATCHELDER'S GRANT, part of.ofbeing
slid «rant, as follows: Lots
known as the Second Division
fractional lots 1 to 5,
the
first
range;
1 to 5. Inclusive. In the
first range: lots 1 to 5, Incluinclusive, lying northerly of said
In the third
inclusive.
1
to
0,
lots
range;
second
sive In the
in the fourth range; lots 1 to 5.
rnnge; lots 1 to 6. in< luslve,
1 to 5, Inclusive, In the sixth
Inclusive, In the fifth range; lots
In the seventh range; lot» 1 to 5.
range; lots 1 to f>. Inclusive,
I to 5. Inclusive, in the
Inclusive. In the eighth range; loîs
In the tenth range; lots 1 to
Inclusive,
2
lots
to
5,
ninth range;
1 to 5, Inclusive. In
lots
5. Inclusive, In the eleventh range;
4 and 5 In the thirteenth range:
the twelfth range; lots 1, 2,
range; lots 1
fourteenth
In
the
lots 1 to 5, Inclusive,
range; lots 1 to 6, Incluto 5, inclusive. In the fifteenth
5 In the sevand
4
3,
lots
2,
sive, in the sixteenth range;
In the eighteenth range;
enteenth range; lota 1 to 5, Inclusive,
'if said Second
the
south
part
In
lots
also the following
lots 5. gure south
Division, and not Included In any range;
26, 27, 29, 30. 33 and
of lot 5. lots 6. 7. 8. 9. 13. 20. 23. 24.to25.
owned
by the Hastbe
34. Said described lots are réputée
ten thousand two hundred six
ings Rrothers and contain
acres, more or less
is
being certain lots in what
BATCH ELDER'S GRANT, part of.
said grant, as follows: Lot 1
known as the Second Division ofthirteenth range; lot 1 In the
the
In the tenth range; lot'3 in
lots in the south part of
seventeenth range; also the follow! lg
Included In any range; lots 10,
said Second Division, and not
five hundred ninety acres, more
21 and 22. Said lots contain
or less
more or

UIIU

α

IU

Wli«

Ο, Ο»
township made
plan of said
ship, according to a survey and described
lots are reputed to
by E. McC. Macy, In 1905. Said
and contain twentyCo.,
the
Umbagog
Paper
owned
be
by
more or less..
three thousand one hundred seventy-six acres,
4 and 5 in the first
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley;, part of, being lots 1, 2. 3,
and plan
to
a
survey
according
range of lots in said township,
Said lots
In 1905.
of said township made by E. McC. Macy,
Co., et
Paper
International
the
owned
be
by
to
are reputed
one thousand
als. In common and undivided, and contain
less
five hundred twenty-two acres, more or
7, 8 and 9 In the first
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being lots 6,
lots 7. 8 and 9 and that part of
range of lots In said township;
of
land In the second
the
of
height
lot 6 that lies westerly
lots 7, 8 and 9 and that part of
range of lots in said townshipthe third range ο1
in
land
of
the
of
height
lot 6 lying westerly
of lot 7 that
lots In said township; lots 8, 9 and that part range of lots
fourth
the
in
land
of
the
of
height
lies westerly
and 8 lying
7
lots
of
In said township; lot 9 and that part
land in the fifth range
westerly and northerly of the height of
of lot 8 lying
that
part
and
9
lot
of lots in said township;
range of lots In
westerly of the height of land In the sixth
9 lying northerly and
said township; that part of lots 8 and
range of lots In
westerly of the height of land In the seventh
and plan of said townsaid township, according to a survey
land Is
Said
described
190n.
In
ship made by E. McC. Macy,
Geo. W. Blanchard & Son Co.,
reputed to be owned by the four
acres, more
hundred
forty
thousand
and contains four
ι,

ο

or less
a
NO. 1.

of

or less

puted

of

acres, more or less

forty-five
the east half of lot 2 In
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being
according to a surfifteenth range of lots In said township,
in
by E. McC. Macy, or
said
of
township made
vey and plan
acres, more
fifty-five
Said described land contains
1905.
less
of, being lots 40, 41, 42, 47,
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part
according to α survey and plan
48, 49 and 50 in said surplus, McC. Macy, in 1905. Said lots
E.
made
by
of said surplus
and
the International Paper Co.,
are reputed to be owned by
acres, more or less
contain seven hundred fifty-eight
lots 22, 23 and 3^,
of,
being
SURPLUS,
part
ANDOVER NORTH
sai<r^
to a survey and plan of
In said surplus, according
Said lots are reIn 1905.
surplus made by E. McC. Macy,
three huncontain
and
Abbott
S. A.
puted to be owned by
dred sixteen acres, more or less
of. being lots 30 and 31 In
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part
and plan of said surplus
said surplus, according to a survey
lots are reputed to be
Said
1905.
made by E. McC. Macy, in
two hundred six
contain
and
Bartlett
P.
Mrs.
C.
owned by
acres, more or less
an
Irregular lot of
being
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, pRrt of,of and being bounded on
land ir. said surplus lying easterly
described lot
said
so called;
the west by the Moody brook,
lot 34 In said surplus, and being
lying Immediately north of said
the
Umbagog
owned
be
by
to
bounded on all sides by land
to be owned by Charles una
Paper Co. Said lot is reputed
more or less....
acres,
contains
eighty-one
George Smith and
being a lot of land In the
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of.
said surplus, bounded and described
northwesterly corner of at
town
the northeast corner of the
Beginning
as follows:
along the east line of
of Grafton, thence running southerly of
Lot that
Public
the
corner
■aid Grafton, to the northwest
Andover North Surplus;
Mes in the northwest part of said
line of said Public Lot 160
thence easterly along the north
corner of said Public Lot;
rods, more or less, to the northeast
direction 84 rods, more or les·;
thence easterly In the same
road
leading to the town of
the
thence northerly 25 rod to
line
along said road to the south line
Upton; thence northwesterly
the south
thence
westerly along according
or C Surplus, so called;
a
to
of beginning,
of said C Surplus to the point
made by E. McC. Macv, in
I.
survey and plan of said surplus
Ε.
owned
by
be
to
Said described land is reputed
1905.
seventy-four acres, more or
Brown and contains one hundred
less

179 3S

78

11

15 27

—

2 in the seventh range
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being lot
quarter of lot 2 In the
lots in said township and the northwest according
to a survey
said
township,
in
lots
eighth range of
McC. Macy, in 1905.
E.
and plan of said township made by owned
J. A. Twaddle
by
to be
is
land
reputed
described
Said
acres, more or less
and contains two hundred eighty-one 3 in the ninth range of
lot
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being to α survey and plan of said
lots In said township, according
1905. Said lot is reputed
township made by E. McC. Macy, In
contains two hundred twentyto be owned by one Mason and
two acres, more or less
the north half of lot 9 In
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being
township, according to a
the thirteenth range of lots in said made
by E. McC. Macy,
survey and plan of said township
to be owned by T. E.
is
Said described Innd
reputed
In 1905.
nineteen acres, more or less
Estes and contains one hundred
the south half of lot 9 In
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being
according to .a
the thirteenth range of lots in said township,
made by E. McC. Macy, in
township
said
of
survey and plan
owned,
be
by Hastto
1905. Said described land Is reputed
hundred fourteen acres, more
ings Brothers and eontains one
or less
lot 1 In the fifteenth range
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being
to a survey and plan of
of lots In said township, according
Said lot Is rein 1905.
said township made by E. McC. Macy,
contains one hundred
and
one
Chapman
to be owned by
the

being lot 24 in said surANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, of said surplus made by
according to a survey and plan
Said lot Is reputed to be owned by
!. McC. Macy, in 1905.
hundred fifteen acres, more
D. A. Marston and contains one
or less
of, being an irregular tract
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part
said surplus, bounded and
of land lying In the west part of at a
point on the Andover
described as follows: Beginning
from the point
southeasterly
rods
375
and Upton road about
north line of said Andover
at which said road crosses the
35 rods, more or less; thence
northerly
thence
North Surplus;
thence southerly 96 rods,
said
easterly 225 rods, more or less;
180 rods to the east side of road
more or less; thence westerly
along said
northwesterly
Andover and Upton road; thence
accordlot 7 in said surplus,
to the point or beginning, being
E. McC.
of said surplus made by
ing to a survey and plan
to be owned by Charles
Macy, In 1905. Said lot is reputedthirty-six acres, more or
hundred
one
Chase and contains
less
and
of, being lots 43. 44, 45 said
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part
survey and plan of
46 In said surolua. according to a
reare
lots
Said
In 1905.
surplus made by E. McC. Macy,
Co., and contain
to be owned by the Umbagog Paper
puted
less
more or
four hundred thlrtv-slx acres,
being a lot of land In the
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of,and described as follows:
west part of said surplus bounded
owned
corner of land said to be
Beginning at the northwesteast
said
along the north line of rolls,
L. Melcher; thence
189
thence northerly
(lcher 400 rods, more or less;
more or lees: thence
rods,
400
westerly
thence
more or less;
thence southwesterly IS
southerly 164 rods, more or less;
of beginning, according to a
rods, more or less, to the point
made by K.
North'Surplus
Andover
survey and plan of said
land Is reputed to be
McC. Macy, in 1905. Said described four hundred twenty·
contains
and
Chase
owned by Charles
*
three acres, more or less
of. being a lot of land In
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part
and described as folthe west part of said surplus bounded
corner of land said to b«
low·: Beginning at the northwest
the north Una of
east
along
thence
owned by H. W. Dunn;
thence northwesterly 85
■aid Dunn 400 rods, more or less;
more or less;
87
rods,
northerly
thence
rods, more or less:
southerly 87 rods, more
thence westerly 400 rods; thence
85 rods, more or less, to the
southeasterly
thence
or less;
to a survey and plan of said
Is repoint of beginning,E. according
McC. Macy, In 1906. Said land
surplus made by
and contains four hunMelcher
L
R
by
puted to oe owned
or less
dred thirty-two acres, more
of. being a lot of land In
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, partbounded an4 dseorlbsd a·
the vest part of Mid surplus

230 53

>Γ. NO. 5,

Ufttvv.v..

(Kiley). part of, being lot 2 in the fourth range
nunc· «..u
lots In said township, according iu a1905. Said lot is reputed
made
by E. McC. Macy, In
township
and contains two hunDemerrltt
to be owned by Charles O.
dred thirty-three acres, more or less1
3 in the fifth ranee
and
lots
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being
of lots Tn
sixth
of lots in said township; lot 1 In the of lot range
2 and the east
southwest
quarter
said township; the
township,
said
in
lots
half of lot 3 in the eighth range of
township made by E.
according to a survey and plan of saidland
to be
Is
reputed
McC. Macy, in 1905. Said describedand contains eight hunowned by the Alonzo Fifleld estate
dred forty-five acres, more or less
lot 2 In the fifth range of lots
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being
of lots In said townin said township; lot 2 in the sixth range
range of lots in said
■hlp; the eaet half of lot 2 in the eighth
township
a survey and plun of said
to
according
township,
are reputed to be
lots
Said
made by E. McC. Macy, in 1905.
six hundred sixty-six
contain
and
Littlehale
S.
N.
owned by
acres, more or less
lot 4 in the fifth range of
T. A. NÔ. 1, (Riley), part of, beingto a survey and plan of said
lots In said township, according
In 1905. Said lot is reputed
township made by E. McC. Macy,
undivided, by the Alonzo Klfield
to be owned, In common and
hundred eighteen acres, more
estate, et al, and contains two
τ
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No. 4, R.
No. 4. R.
No. 4. R
No. 5, R.
No. 4. R.
No. Γ. R.
No. 4. R.
No. r>. R.

1. W. Π
2. \V Β.
3. W Β.
3. W. Β
4. W. Ρ
4. W. Ρ
S. W. R
Γ). W. P.
<5. W. Β.

Κ. Ρ
Κ. Ρ
Κ. Ρ
Κ. Ρ
Κ Ρ
Κ. Ρ
Κ. Ρ
Κ Ρ

Κ. Ρ
No. 4. R.
A. No. 1. (Riley)
Andovor North Surplus
C Surplus

Bankrupt's

Êlus,
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Petition for Discharge.
)

trict Court of the United Htntes for the District
of Maine:

ruptcy.

wherefore he prays, That lie may !>e dec reed
from all
by the Court to have a fnll discharge
debts provable against Ids estate under said
arc exas
such
debts
bankruptcy Acts, except
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this .'ith ilay of Mav. Α. f>. 1!*W.

PETER ROY. Bankrupt.

District ok Maimk, ss.
On this 9th day of May, A. D. 190», on reading
the foregoing petition, It Is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing lie had
of May, A. D.
upon the same on the "Hh day
190H, before said Court at Portland, In said Disand that noIn
the
forenoon;
trict, at 10 o'clock
tice thereof be published In the Oxford Demoand
said
In
District,
a
crat,
newspaper printed
that all known creditors, and other |>ersone In
Interest, may appear nt the said time and place,
and show cause. If any they have, why the
I.
praverof said petitioner should not be grantc
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
credall
known
to
mall
the Clerk shall send by
itors copies of said |»cUtton and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness, the Hon. Clakkxcb Half, «Judge
of the said Court, ami the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 9.h day of May,
A I) 1908.
JAMES E. HEW Br, Clerk,
A true copy of petltl"" and order thereon.
Attest: J AME8E. IIEWEY.Clerk.

1 05

SR.

—

Wool
to close out odd

ON

PRICE"
—

Carpets
pattern* and clean

ap stockS 27

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

S
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Petition for

Id the mutter of
GEORGE W.

Discharge.

of Maine

:

Porter.

In

t

··

1
RUE W. MBBY, of
of Rnnifont, >n the County f KO
of Oxford, and State of Main·1.
1)KTKR ROY, ami
State of Maine, In cat·) ljT County
that
of Oxford,
X
In said District, rcaiieetfully représente,
the
â»th
on
that
District, res|>ectfnlly represents
Ίβτ of March, last past, I»· w.%*
7th
the
cn
-f
Art*
the
unilcr
day of April, 1907, he was duly adjudged
to duly adjudged bankrupt,
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating all Congress relating tu ltankru|>t<'y; that he ί\ι»
of
au·!
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered
hi*
rljtf'tproperty
(urrendered all
i'e
his property and rights of property, and ha* fully duly
with
Acte f ro|Hjrty, and has fully compile·!
of
complied with all the requirement» of said
of sal·! Act* an<l of the orders
bankhie
requirements
Court
of
touching
oplers
the
ami of
hie

A LOW
69

Bankrupt's

)
LtRRV,
J In Bankrui t
PBTEK BOY,
J In ISankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
Bankrupt. )
I »! *
To the Hon. CLARENCE Male, Judge of the
t
To the Hox. Ci.akkm f. Hai.K, Judge of the Distrlet Court of the Unite·! State* for the IUnir!·
In the matter of

(L.'e.J

2

507
1: :W
7
23 '.<4
14 "î
1! .V!
13 '.'Ι
9 ·■«:
7 M
f !0
7 It
6 ft)
3 y
S i'i

State.
PASCAL Γ. OILMORE. Treasurer of

Order of Notice Thereon.

1 35

LANDS-TOWNSHIPS.

OXFORD COUNTY PUBLIC

S7 77

NORWAY,

MAINE.

bankruptcy.
Court touching
That he may be h
Wherefore he pray»,
from
crceil by the Court to have a full discharge »»M
s.ll debt* provable against his estate under
an·
a»
debU
ouch
bankruptcy Act*, except
from euch discharge.
cepted by law
Dated this 2«th dar of April, Α. I». 1'·
G ΚΟΚ»; Κ W. M BUY, Bankrupt.
OHDER OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΒΕΟ*.

District or Maine, m.
rea lOn thl* 'Jth day of May, A. I). IW, on
It Is—
lag the foregoing petition.That
lie t » I
a
hearing
the
Court,
Ordered by
of May, A I»
upon the tame on the 8Kh «lay
said I''-·
1308, before said Court at Portland, In an·! tt it
forenoon;
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the
I»"'
notice thereof be published In the Oxford
In said District, auJ
ocrât, a newspaper
In
tii.it all known creditors, and other persons
Interest, may ap|>ear at the said time and place,
the
prayand show cause, If any they have, why
er of said petitioner should not be granted.
That
And It Is further ordered by the Court,
<τ> f
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known
ad
Hors copies of said petition and this order,
a*
dressed to them at tnelr place* of residence

printed

abated.
Witness the Hon. CLakknck IIale, Judge
Portof the said Court, and the seal thereof, at
land, In said District, on the 'Jth day of May,
A. D. 1908.
JAMES K. HKVVKY, Clerk
IL. 8.)
A true copy of ικ-tltlon and orler thereon.
Attest —JAMES E. HEVVBV, Clerk.
PROBATE HOTICEX.

To all person* lntereeted In cither of the estate·
hereinafter named :
In
At a Probate Court, held at Rumford,
aid for the CoutHy of Oifonl, on the thirteenth
"»e
I.or>i
our
of
d.»y of May, In the year
The folluw
thousand nine hundred ami eight.
the action
Irg matter having l>een présenté·! for
hereby
Hereupon hereinafter Indicated, It Is

ordered .In
That notice thereof be given to all person* »*
to
tc rested by causing a copy of this order
ox
the
In
successively
weeks
three
at South
crl Democrat, a newspaper
at s
Pirls, In said County, that they may appear
on the
Paris,
P-obate Court to be held at
9 of the
third Tuesday of June, A. D. 1908, at
If
cl<»ck In the forenoon, anil be heard thereon

iiubllsbed

published

they see cause.
de
SARAH G. ABBOTT, late of Rumford,
ccased ; will and petition for probate thereof preexecutors
sented by Emma K. Bangs, one of the
therein named.
de
WARREN 8EVKRY, late of DlxtieU,
pre
ciased ; will and petition for probate thereof
therein
santod by Alvah A. Walte, the executor
named.

IR4 B. WING, late of Peru, deceased; pell
estate
Con for license to se'1 ami convey real
administrator.
presented by Joseph A. Putnam,

ADDISON K. HBRRICK, Judge of said Court.
▲ true oopy—attest :
ALBERT D. PARK. Beglakr.

